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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

March, 1982 

Another school year has passed and so have many memorable moments in the 
V.O.C. This year was a good one for the V.O.C. We have seen our membership 
grow to a recent high of over 250. 

For many, the club has opened up a whole new world of adventure and 
challenge. For others, the club has continued to be a central part of their lives 
adding new memories and aspirations. 

The success of our club has always been in the strength of our active 
members. This year, again, active members gave their time unselfishly to such 
things as leading trips, cabin committee meetings and social functions, not to 
mention many others. It is these people I would like to thank most for making my 
job, as President, that much more enjoyable. 

For those of you who have participated in club activities for the first time, I 
urge you to take an active part in helping to run the club. I am sure you will find 
that the rewards far exceed the time and effort involved. 

As a club whose major interests lie in the outdoors, I feel we as a membership 
have helped people become more aware of what is beyond the campus of U.B.C. 
British Columbia offers a wealth of wilderness which is accessible to everyone. It 
is important that as a club we continue to pass on our knowledge about outdoor 
activities and wilderness areas. This is not just in our interests of safety, fun and 
adventure, but because of the need for stimulation of a society which is becoming 
far too apathetic. 

The future looks bright for the V.O.C. Soon we will have two new cabins in 
areas which hold great potential for ski touring, climbing and hiking. This is the 
result of hard work and perseverence by you, the membership. KEEP UP THE 
GOOD WORK AND GOOD LUCK IN WHATEVER YOU DO! 

Bruce Blackwell 



Journal Editors' Message 

Ws this simple: 

If I never try anything, 
I never learn anything. 

If I never take a risk, 
I stay where I am. 

If I go ahead and do it, 
that affects how much I continue wanting to do it. 

When I hold myself back, 
I trade appearances for the opportunity to find out 

what I am like. 

A.J. Stanley 

P.S. Thanks for putting up with all the nagging—we hope you'll agree 
it was worth it!. 

Best of luck to our successors! 

Susan HoEenberg and Kathy Wong 
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GRAD NEWS 
Sharon Priest 

V.O.C. Grads are still kicking around various ports of call, attempting to use 
their hard-earned degrees to climb to the top in the 'real' world. Sign up sheets to 
join thier ranks are posted in the club room. Although they're already full, Fm sure 
many will find it difficult to break away from studies, and we'll see them again 
next year! 

Around home base, Randall Woods is teaching Physics at B.C.I.T. Sandy 
Lovering is finishing her nursing degree. Jean McRae is back at U.B.C. taking 
Geology and Fine Arts. Sherry Caditz is going for her Masters in Soil Science. So 
much for those who haven't satisfied their quest for knowledge ... Dawn Thomas, 
possessor of that knowledge (and a degree) is still looking for a recreation job. 
Audrey Gtlmoux is working at M.E.C., as is Jane Weller, and doing a bit of 
travelling in between. 

Straying a bit further, Patti Thurber is teaching school in Golden, also the 
abode of Kathy and Julian Dunster. He's with B.C. Forest Service, while she's 
working for the School Board. Vicki Seraphim is putting all that muscle to use 
working for a Geophysics company. Julie Ourom is Public Librarian at Kitimat. 

... And those more adventurous souls ... Wayne Nagata is doing his Ph.D. at 
Colorado State. Joan Avis is at U. of A. doing Phys. Ed. Kathy Higgins is 
travelling somewhere. Graham Underhill has been to New Zealand, where he 
entered an alpine iron man contest (?). He's also been working in Banff. Dan 
Moore is doing a Ph.D. in Geography in that country as well. Leon Kolankiewicz 
went home to the Eastern UJS. (Pennsylvania down to Florida) and is heading back 
to Alaska to look for work and the 'good life1! 

John Baldwin and Jean Heineman have been gracing us with their presence 
when they're not building log cabins or skiing in Banff. Peter Benner is presently 
finishing his Engineering degree, but, more importantly, he and Alyson have a baby 
boy, CarL born in January. 
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SOCIAL EVENTS 
Sharon Priest 

This has been a fun and active year for the V.O.C. We had such a large 
membership that social events were bound to have been well-attended. 

The summer reunion party was at Audrey's. Among the slides, we viewed 
those of Jacques Bilinski and Barb Bradbury's trip to Nepal. Long hike was a real 
success, with Pat and Bruce and dozens of volunteers taking up the slack. The 
Hallowe'en party at Jennifer's was packed (the better to get to know you, my dear). 
Costumes were great. John and Jean showed up impersonating one of our more 
well-known members and his favourite furry creature! 

The Keg night started at Granville Island and passed into dawn at Rohan's. 
Romance bloomed in the corners (or would have if everyone hadn't been so 
inquisitive). Hockey night in the V.O.C. was staged in the Kerrisdale Arena (with 
points awarded afterward to the pizza at Alexi's on Broadway). 

The Christmas party was held at the Ouroms' again this year. It was quiet, 
but a good time (and a great view). It seems that Santa Claus nearly made it but 
was waylaid or kidnapped or something. 

The survivors of incredibly cold Christmas trips met at Catherine's for the 
after-Christmas reunion and dance-your-teeth-loose party. 

As the journal goes to print we have a swimming party planned at Lord Byng. 
The Banquet will be at the Excelsior Chinese Restaurant this year, with a seafood 
buffet (all you can eat) and a slide presentation by Pat Haberl in lieu of a guest 
speaker. Jean Hamilton, a local photographer and hiker, will judge the slides in the 
photo contest; and we'll dance to the Panic until we get turfed out. 
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SPRING 1981 

A message from some members who escaped the confines of UBC and hint at 'life' in 
the real world . . . having found its way to the Journal Envelope from Sydney, 
Australia, we present: 

'Twas in the early hours of Monday, March 2, 1981 that the assault team arose 
and prepared themselves, both physically and mentally for the ASSAULT. 

of "THE ROCK". Since the official number of members needed for an official 
VOC trip was three we decided to make the trip official with a write up, hope
fully to be included in the VOC Journal. Anyway, back to the assault. 

The horde assembled at the red sandstone (almost a grit conglomerate!) base 
and gazed up at the 1148' of solid rock. Watching out for dingo droppings and 
scorpions we commenced the stroll. We managed to get past Chicken Rock and en
countered a new style of rock climbing. This involves a tricky technique of 
grasping a large metal chain and hauling oneself up. The friction was excellent; 
even bald runners had excellent gripping capacities. The 3 VOC'ers soon surged 
to the lead, accompanied by a persistant Aussie. Panting, gasping, sweating, 
straining and glowing they inched their way up the towering face, Marianne re
marking at various Intervals "When does it get scary?" As the acute steepness 
of the face declined, the chain was replaced by a dotted white line, which care
fully picked out the best route for the treacherous climb. Finally, the 3 VOC'ers 
(and the persistant Aussie) reached the summit, in a breathtaking 34 min. (a NEW 
VOC record!!!) (world record is 12 min.). Oh well . . . 

VOC ASSAULT ON AYERS ROCK  
North Territory, Australia 

Paul Hooper 
Marianne Etchell 
Sheila Churchill 

CO-LEADERS: March 9, 1981. 
PARTICIPANTS: 
40 guests of various nation
alities. 

Unforeseen circumstances had thrown the three VOC'ers together at the base 
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Following the official documentation of arrival at the top a series of silly 
photographs was taken. The cattle then descended the rock swiftly (due to biting 
winds and chilly 25° c. weather) via the ascent route — dotted white lines and 
the chain. (Having bagged the peak, and having successfully descended, Marianne 
is still wondering where it was supposed to get scary.) With great satisfaction 
the assult team boarded the bus and returned to base camp for breakfast — IT WAS 
TOUGH !! 

SQUAMISH - CHEAKAMUS DIVIDE SKI TRAVERSE 

Alan Dibb Reading Week - 1980. 

Upon returning to UBC from a year of exile I was surprised to find that not 
one of the ten of us who did this trip had bothered to write it up. So, at last, 
here's what I can remember of it. 

Turning left off Highway 99 about two miles north of Brandywine Falls, we 
drove and skied logging roads to Callaghan Lake. From near the outlet of the 
lake we bushwacked west into the next side^alley to a camp at a small lake at 
about 4500'. 

The next morning we ascended a glacier above the lake and arrived at the 
north end of the divide's main icefield. From here the route heads south on or 
near the crest of the divide. The combination of sunny skies, moderate temper
ature, good snow conditions, and spectacular scenery was hard to beat; even the 
normally hard-to-impress John Baldwin remarked that the trip compared favourably 
with many he had done in the Rockies. The highlight of this day, however, came 
when descending the slopes on the west side of Mt. Cayley. The silence was ab
ruptly destroyed by the roar of an engine. Downhill skiers were being disgorged 
from a helicopter on the ridge above us. Quickly we traversed onto the virgin 
slope below the chopper and covered it with tracks. Several of our group were 
particularly disdainful of such mechanized forms of recreation and so, having 
ascended a small hill for safety, they slapped their thighs and howled with laughter 
as the downhillers approached, the main theme of the ridicule being that the down-
hillers had spent huge amounts of money to fly in only to be beaten to the punch 
by cross-country skiers. 
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Just beyond the low point between Mounts Cayley and Fee a narrow wet-snow 
avalanche released above us just as Joan was crossing the slope. It was almost 
comical watching this fat, sluglike mass (the avalanche) creep down the mountain. 
Meanwhile, Joan had plenty of time to ski out of harm's way, although the fact 
that she thought we were joking when we shouted "AVALANCHE" made her exit seem 
amazingly nonchalent. 

We set up our second camp nearby. Soon the international tent, containing 
Wolfgang, Christian, the Captain, Harold, and Jenny was unwittingly providing en-
.tertalnment for the rest of us by arguing, spilling things, stepping on each 
other, fighting over use of the stove, and arguing. Long after John, Wayne and I 
had cooked supper and melted snow for the next day, we heard the crash of a 
knocked-over burning stove in the international tent, followed by curses in three 
languages, and then the Captain bellowing out belligerently, "Let me explain to 
you a few principles of thermodynamics!!" 

The next part of the trip involved traversing the slopes on the west side of 
Mount Fee, The international tent, possibly exhausted from the previous night's 
meal, were late risers this morning; Joan, Steve, Wayne, John and I started with
out them and found a superb ski slope to take runs on until the others caught up. 
We then continued around Mount Fee and regained the divide crest just south of 
the peak. Here the steep east facing slopes provided the best skiing of the en
tire trip. However, our route followed the ridge leading southeast towards Mt. 
Brew and we camped near the subsidiary peak about a mile from the main summit. 

The final day dawned totally socked in so we abandoned plans to climb Mt. 
Brew and set about going down the whited-out upper slopes towards the creek drain
ing north to Brandywine Creek. At one point we had to descend a steep, narrow 
gully which, in retrospect, it would probably be better to walk down, particularly 
with snow conditions less than ideal. The remainder of the way out consisted of 
a two mile bushwalk to the Brandywine Creek logging road (the bushwack is now 
apparently shortened as a result of further encroachment of logging roads) and 
then a few miles down the road to reach Highway 99 at a point about one mile 
south of the Callaghan Lake turnoff. 

With the brief exception of the steep gully on the way down, the entire route 
consists of straight-forward ski terrain. However, some avalanche areas are 
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crossed, and one short section of glacier on the west slopes of Mt. Cayley had a 
few exposed crevasses. Nonetheless, the route makes for an ideal three or four 
day traverse and could possibly be extended further south along the divide past 
Tricouni Peak. 
Participants: 
Alan Dibb The Captain 
John Baldwin Wolfgang Jurgensen 
Wayne Nagata Christian Fontaine 
Steve Grant Jenny Smith 
Joan Avis Harold, The Dentist 

. MT. BREW 

Trevor Boyd February 1981. 

This is a sort of information article discussing relatively easy winter 
access into the future Ht. Brew hut. Last February Hark Barley and I skied this 
route on an enjoyable and fairly eventful trip. 

One takes the first logging road on the left after crossing the train tracks 
at Brandywine Falls on the Whistler Highway. The gate on the road is locked 
most of the time so it might be an adea to find out who does the logging and try 
to get use of the key. I failed in my attempts last year. 

Anyway one follows the road for about six miles and 2,500 vertical feet 
through such a tortuous maze that only a map can really help here. At the end 
of the road (literally) there is no trail or marked route,.so one must bushwack 
(easy bush) directly uphill and slightly (5-10°) to the right of the slope direct
ion. After about 500 vertical feet one leaves the trees into a relatively open 
although still steep area. 

Now here is the tricky part. One should be able to see Ht. Brew towering to 
the right of a narrow pass, but blocking our way to the pass is a 40-45° avalanche 
slope topped by small cliffs (which appear to be great for cornice production). 
It looks tempting from this view to climb up above the cliffs then drop down 
again on the other side of the ridge to the cabin site. These cliffs arejhow-
ever? continuous and the terrain is very rough above the cabin site so I do not 
advise it. 

It also looks tempting to move downslope staying in the trees until one gets 
to the pass. This I also do not advise because the terrain gets very steep and 
terminating in more cliffs. 
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The best thing to do (I think) is to traverse the slope directly to the pass 
where the slope flattens slightly (35°). This is what we did on the way back out 
(I will not tell you how we got in), and it worked out so well that I was quite 
enthusiastic about the route at the time. The catch was that the snow was unusual
ly stable last winter at that time. This was evident during the trip. 

This winter the snow was more typical of Coast Mountains conditions and frank
ly I am not sure if I would like to advocate the crossing of that slope as an 
"official" route to the hut. 

I would suggest more exploratory investigations of the route in order to get 
second, thtrd and fourth opinions and possible safer ways. Besides the slope, 
however, the route is much more practical during the winter than the standard Brew 
Lake trail. It can be done in a winter day with a weekend pack by an averagely 
fit VOCer even when one has to start back at the gate. Check with Mark about this 
for he is the one who suffered my route finding mistakes on the way in. 
Participants: 
Trevor Boyd Mark Barley 

MANATEE AREA 

Anders Ourom Easter, 1981. 

Access to the upper Pemberton valley has improved dramatically in recent 
years. A good standard road (apparently ploughed in winter) leads right to its 
upper reaches, and logging roads proliferate on all sides. A number of areas 
with excellent ski touring and general mountaineering potential can thereby be 
reached, including the Manatee Range at the head of a s bsidiary fork of Meager 
Creek. A further attraction is what B.C. Hydro would no doubt call the area's 
high geothermal potential; an excellent hot spring is near at hand. Bearing all 
this in mind, our party of six, under the guidance of Steve Grant, set out under 
clear skies on Good Friday. 

From the end of the road we bushwacked for a mile (including a creek cross
ing) to the Meager Creek slide (1975), apparently a regular phenomena ascribed 
to geologic circumstances. The afternoon was spent ascending a steep gully lead
ing to the crest of a boundary/spur ridge; we crossed the ensuing plateau by 
the last rays of the sun, and camped on A hillock overlooking the tongue of the 
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glacier. Next morning dawned clear, After a very long slog across a very flat 
glacier we stopped for lunch at the base of Dugong. We then climbed a steep 
slope, tranversed below the icefall on the east side of the ridge running north 
from Dugong, and ascended to that same ridge. From here a short traverse leads 
to the Dugong/Manatee col and thence the southeast ridge of Mantee. Peter and 
Dave stopped below the idefall; I stopped on the ridge, having got thoroughly 
fried due to a defective tube of Skreen, and admired the view of Wahoo Tower. 
Steve, Robin and Jay continued to the summit, and hence barely made it back to 
the glacier before sunset, after an exciting ascent in unstable snow. 

All were thrashed the following day, so we climbed Point 7895, about four 
miles northeast of camp. It gave good views of Capricorn Peak and the Pemberton 
valley. For a special treat we had chocolate Easter eggs, though unfortunately 
without accompanying bunnies. Monday was whited out; Peter, Dave and Robin left. 
As the following day was much the same, Jan, Steve and I emulated them. Our de
scent route followed the boundary ridge down (S) of the gully" through open glades 
until a steep but forested (i.e., safe) elope could be followed to the valley. 
After 'taking the waters' at the hot springs, we departed, stopping only at Phil's 
Drive-In (shades of American Graffiti) for refreshments. 
Participants: 
Peter Jordan Robin Tivy 
Steve Grant Dave ? 
Anders Ourom Jay Page 

MOUNT MANATEE: THE ENDLESS SKIES OF SPRING SKI-TOURING 

Robin Tivy (Captain Bivouac) Easter 1981 

The story opens high in Meagre Creek meadows, the essence of the B.C. Coast 
Range. I am one of three ski mountaineers climbing out of the bright orange tent 
to meet the dazzle of the land of white and blue. It is already nine in the 
morning. 

"Gentlemen, we must act and act boldly. The summit of Manatee at all costs." 
The speaker, adding further glory to the moment, reflects "I love the smell of 

-screen in the morning, it sme Is like . . . VICTORY." (One of the great lines 
spoken by Kilgore in the movie Apocalypse Now). Yes, it had been decided that 
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the team would try an essentially simple 26 "K" day trip up Mount Manatee, re
ported to be somewhat due west of camp. A wolf-pack of six skiers sets out, 
swarming up tiny knolls, and swooping down onto giant glaciers covered with the 
hard morning snow. 

After seyeral hours of roller-coastering in the spring breezes, the route 
arrives at the relatively flat second arm of the Manatee Glacier, referred to as 
the White Oven. The White Oven effect occurs when the sun's rays are concentrated 
by reflection on the only dark absorbing ojects available. A furnace made out of 
1ce! Soon the pack is cowering under ski-pole coat shelters, eating lunch at the 
foot of the "big hill." 

Lead-Wolf, a trim inspiration to the rest of the pack, ends his lunch early 
to begin an ascent of the bulk of the Manatee Massif. However, soon I am hounding 
the leader as he begins to switchback. In the realization that he can no longer 
sustain his lead, the panting Lead-Wolf throws himself down in the snow to accept 
the inevitable. Up front, the switchbacks seem endless, and each one reveals 
that there is twice as far to climb. After several hours with the afterburners 
on, I reach the ridge. It is four-thirty. Lone-Wolf and Jay arrive within half 
an hour. The remaining three »ottntaineers, fail to reach the ridge, and are never 
seen again. At the top of the ridge, I pull out my handy pack of purple kool-aid. 
I mix up a dense potion of the purple drink that made Reverend Jones famous. 

Mountaineers everywhere identify with the high-risk image of drinking grape 
Kool-aid, much the same as Grand Prix racing is identified with cigarette smoking. 
(Lead-Wolf pours a purple spot on the white snow, and exclaims triumphantly, 
"The trail to Jonestown".) 

Here, on top of Jonestown ridge, it became evident to us that: (1) all the 
team are not going to make the summit; and (2) we three, up on the ridge, have 
both of the ropes, and none of the ice-axes. Solution: We dump one of the ropes 
and decide that since we didn't know how to use ice-axes anyway, a ski pole is 
just as good. We proceed to the Dugong-Manatee col. 

Lead-Wolf, back up front, leads the reduced team of three to a steep shoulder 
that must be tranversed. It is very steep, but he has rehersed his performance 
well, pretending not to notice the danger below as he casually side-slips around 
the rock buttress. I look to the bottom of the steep slope, and access the penalty 
for slipping. Penalty Factor: a large gaping "cooler". Of course we are not 
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roped. I am afraid, but figure that this is the crux move of the climb, so I 
slowly follow on foot. (On the return trip, my danger-awareness jaded by what 
was still to come, this stretch would appear like a walk in Stanley Park.) 

THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON 
Upon reaching the Hanatee-Dugong col, we make the transition to the far side 

of Manatee, where the afternoon sun has already set on the endless snows. The 
adventure is now taking on a more ominous sinister atmosphere. Lead-Wolf is 
always just ahead, waiting only till he sees me in the distance before leading on
ward to the next manoeuver. The silent infinity of the giant glacier-complex to 
the sourth-west of Manatee, labelled on the maps only as "icefield" adds to the 
atmosphere. The snow is a thick, frozeR crust and my wet ski-boots soon freeze. 
I arrive at Lead-Wol-f's skis, and see his trail continuing on foot up the steep 
backslope toward the northwest ridge. There are three main dangers on the back-
slopes of the ridge today: the first danger is from the giant cornices, over
hanging almost three meters, straight above our route. The second danger is from 
the meter-deep slabs, on the slope itself. Some of them have already cracked and 
slid away to a jumbled holocdst below. The third danger is from the ominous 
bergshrunds and crevasses that Lead-Wold's trail goes through. Of course, we 
aren't roped up and have left our Pieps back at camp to save weight. I take off 
my skis, and set out to catch Lead-Wolf. "Maybe we should rope up" I venture. 
Lead-Wold's irreverent reply: "We can't afford to be overcautious"; which was 
a quote he heard from executives discussing nuclear power. However, he soon is 
halted by a deep, wide bergshrund, and he is cunningly contemplating crossing it. 
All three of us are now huddled together in the late afternoon light, and Lead-
Wolf is beginning to lose his nerve. My enthusiasm damped by the terror factor, 
I stand in silence. The cornices loom silently above. 

At this point Jay Page, who up until now has been a dark horse at the rear, 
volunteers for the lead. We rope up on the lip of the bergshrund, and discuss 
ways of crossing it. Dark-Horse removes his ski-pole basket, waves a magic wand, 
and declares "This ski-pole is now an ice-axe." He leaps the blue depths, using 
his ski pole to secure his position on the far side. Although we quickly taught 
the first "shrund" a "lesson", we were soon stopped at a second: Steve says that 
snow conditions are much more difficult now than two years ago when it was last 
climbed. I have actually given up inside, but keep half-heartedly mumbling "The 
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summit at all costs." We calculate that we will be returning under the April moon 
even if we turn around immediately. Our route around the second shrund climbs up 
onto a meter-high slab which has not yet slid. Jay leads onto the risk-slab. 
Suddenly he turns around very slowly and mechanically and says, "I see a large 
crack in the slab. I drftft see it before. I think I just made it. What do you 
think I should do?" He was being very careful not to move. It was decided that 
we would wrap the rope around Steve's ski-pole for a belay, and if something 
should start to go, I would jump in the bergshrund to act as an anchor. We all 
glanced at the debris below, and arranged our positions. Jay very carefully re
treated off the slab, and we regrouped, surveying the distant blueness of the 
bleak, Infinity icefields. 

At this point, late in the long spring afternoon, we officially gave up the 
climb. "Time to go back." "Only sensible thing to do." 'Foolish to continue." 
However, before we head back to camp we must go through the motions of talking 
about other ways of reaching the top: to do otherwise would be bad form. It 
has to look like we tried everything on the official trip record. It says so on 
page 23 of the Summit-bid Manual: "Before turning back, every means of reaching 
the summit must be discussed and formally ruled out due to impossibility or certain 
death." Although I am really looking forward to getting back to camp, I state 
weakly, "Maybe if we drop way down, we can gain the ridge at its low point." "Well, 
it looks like we are going back in the dark anyway", says Jay. "Yes, we could go 
away around and avoid the worst of the avalanche danger", says Steve. Thus, the 
tide turns — we must go on. 

So we go down the slope and begin once again to ascend the ridge. Less than 
an hour later, we burst up into the sunshine on the knife-edge of the ridge. The 
view of Wahoo Tower is fantastic. The skies are pure blue, and the ridge drops 
off a thousand meters on each side to the glaciers below. Jay is leading strongly 
now, Lead-Wolf panting like a sled-dog just to keep up. Ice feathers extend out 
from the ridge and the summit is just ahead! We belay using a ski pole, and Jay 

o 

goes (§ut onto the summit cornice. The view is now a grand combination of all the 
glimpses from the spiral route. Far in the distance, the icefields drop off to 
Toba Inlet, and beyond that . . . the Pacific Ocean! We remain on the summit for 
awhile in the fading evening sun. I contemplate the integrity of the massive ice
fields, and their relationship with the water in the Pacific Ocean. Then it's 
time to go. 
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Back down the sunny ridge, and a descent to the dark side of the moon, with 
frozen boots. Steve finds a new way around the crevasses, back to Jonestona 
ridge. The first stars are appearing. We notice the hours-old trail of the 
other three from our original party, weaving crazily through a fJeirtgerous crevice 
fold on the far side of the valley. Once again, Lead-Wolf jets far ahead of Jay 
and myself, and he can be seen pacing back and forth on a distant hill as the moon 
rises behind him. The big slopes are solid now. In the hushed darkness, Jay and 
I pick our way down the last hill back to our previous lunch spot. We can't tell 
where the trail i s , and end up in a very steep section. Penalty for slipping: 
a very fast, rough ride, dropping 700 meters, picking up speed on the icy crust. 
Estimated terminal velocity . . . lOOkm/hour. I grind down to a snail's pace. The 
ice is too hard for kicking steps, so skiing is the only way to cling to the 
slope. Kick-turns are each a multi-stage operation: every pole position must 
be carefully planned for the frightening 180 degree ski rotations. One minor 
slip . . . certain death! 

Now safe at the bottom of the ice slope, we are spaced several kilometers 
apart in the night while crossing the earlier "White Furnace". The light has 
faded from the deep purple sky, and the stars and planets glimmer across the 
glacier. It is a solitary experience: I am thinking about the light powder 
snow of late afternoons in the Rockies. I am very tired, with miles to go before 
I sleep. The earlier ski-tracks glisten like railroad tracks always leading on
ward. Far ahead, I occasionally catch a fleeting glimpse of a distant form in 
the moonlight: the integral Lead-Wolf of our pack once again waiting till I 
come in view, only to keep disappearing among dark shapes. Always just ahead, 
gliding silently through his Iceland environment. . . . THE END . . . 

Participants: 

Robin Tivy Steve Grant Jay Page 
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TWENTY YEARS ON • • • 

John Pringle April 1981. 

Garibaldi! Every spring, towards the end of April, does that memory call; 
and every spring, for many years of exile has it been denied. But then came an 
opportunity to return to UBC and — joy — the chance to go again. Naturally I 
contacted VOC, and yes, they said, we're going in, but its been such a warm 
winter that we're not sure if the lake is frozen — do you want to go on a re
connaissance 'trip this weekend to find out? Silly question -- but hardly had we 
started when my car broke down. ##X0#*! But the reconnaissance showed that the 
lake was indeed frozen, so when was everybody going in? Last week in April, I 
was told. Right! Came the last week in April, nobody was going in, my car had 
broken down again, and when I stepped off the bus at the Rubble Creek junction 
on the Monday morning, it was, of course, raining. 

. . The first time I went into Garibaldi was in 1958, when I was new to 
skiing and very slow. My speedy leader had left me behind with a sketch map 
showing the cabin at approximately the summit of Mt. Price; when, therefore, I 
arrived at the lake late in the evening, I started around the south shore. Fortun
ately it was a glorious sunset, and the alpenglow was breathtaking. Even more 
fortunately, I noticed the gable of the QCA cabin peeping over the Battleship 
Islands just as I was about to turn into Price Bay . . . 

Ye gods! A paved road leading up to a parking lot! Now where was that old 
trail we used to take along the creek — whoa boy -- you're all alone, and you 
had better take the new trail to find out where it goes. It goes fast alright; 
four hours instead of seven to Lesser Garibaldi Lake, where the rain had turned 
to snow. As I watched the flakes falling into the dull grey water, I decided 
that conditions were just too miserable to try out that new ultra-lightweight 
fishing rod I had in my pack. But then a telltale ripple! Out fishing rod — 
and out two trout, enough for supper in the shelter at Garibaldi Lake. Bless 
those shelters! I had brought a tent, but a wood stove when one is cold and wet 
makes quite a difference. I spent the evening cooking -- my clothes in the oven 
of the wood stove, and the trout on my primus — and getting lots of exercise in 
jumping from one to the other to see they didn't burn! (Both did.) 
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. . . I went in with the advance party in '59, and what a horrible trip 
that was! It rained the whole way, and halfway up the Barrier the rain became 
very heavy and very cold, so that everybody and everything got chilled and soaked; 
indeed it was quite the most unpleasant rain I have ever experienced. Above the 
Barrier, Dean Goard started to go slower and slower, and I stayed behind to keep 
him company; as darkness fell, he said he could go no further. There was nothing 
for it but to bivouac in the rain, which we did in my sleeping bag trying to keep 
each other warm (Ann Nodwell subsequently married the man, and can thus confirm 
that he ain't so hot). Next morning we discovered we were only 200 yards from 
the cabin . . . 

Tuesday dawned at 9 a.m., with the peaks all firmly wrapped in cloud. Doubts 
as to whether this aged carcass would stand up to the demands being made upon it 
suggested a rest day -- and besides those trout were GOOD! So I went down again 
to Lesser Garibaldi Lake, and caught two more in the first five minutes; there
after I caught nothing in two hours. Conclusions: (a) don't be greedy, and (b) 
there are only a limited number of trout stupid enough to be caught by me. That 
evening I tested the ice on Garibaldi Lake with my ski pole; about eight centi
metres of frozen snow on top, quite enough to take my weight, then 30 centimetres 
of frozen shush, and then something very hard -- good! On the morrow, I could 
make it over to the. Camp of Sphinx. 

. . . I should explain that in those days the only way to get to Garibaldi 
Lake was to take the P.G.E. (sorry, B.C.R. to you) to Garibaldi Station, arriving 
about 10 a.m.; then hike over the boulders in Rubble Creek to the Barrier, which 
was climbed around its left-hand side to Barrier Lake, and then on to the cabin, 
arriving about 6 p.m. We all gaped, therefore, when a very fit Swedish gentleman 
arrived one day shortly after 1 p.m. on real cross-country skis; we gaped even 
more when we saw him RUNNING through the deep heavy powder on the lake. QCA by 
the way was Queen Charlotte Airlines, who built the cabin in the early '50s to 
house the tourists they flew into the Lake; they went bust around 1955, and the 
Parks Branch then took over their cabin for public use. That cabin had character, 
with its steeply sloping roof of cedar shakes, and its three floors connected by 
ladders and trapdoors; it was sited where the ranger cabin is now. The register 
showed that about 50 people visited Garibaldi Lake in all of 1957, 100 in 1958, 
and 200 in 1959; by 1964, the traffic had grown so much that VOC alone packed 
36 people into the cabin one night, with nine more in tents outside (of whom I 
was one) . . . 
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So on the Wednesday morning I set forth for the Camp of Sphinx, skiing con
fidently across the middle of the lake along some old ski tracks. As I got 
further out, however, I grew less confident, because there seemed to be standing 
water up ahead. And then my probing ski pole went through the top layer much too 
easily — eeek! I got out of there in a hurry. Having dropped my pack back at 
the shelter, I decided to make a day trip of it around the northern shore of the 
lake; but that came to an abrupt end at the first slide off Panorama which had 
smashed up the ice — and revealed that the hard layer underneath was ten centi
metres of real ice. Since all the peaks were still in cloud, the only one open 
to ascent was Cinder Cone, from which I had a fine view over the cold blue depths 
of the Helm Glacier. And on the way back from that, it dawned on me that my emerg
ency ski-repair kit wasn't doing me much good sitting in my pack back at the 
shelter! 

. . . Hamish Redford digging a hole in the snow on the lake, waiting for it 
to fill, and then taking a 'bath' for all of five seconds . . . belaying Mr. 
Henry Reid down to where he and his party had abandoned their skis in a white-out 
on the way over from Diamond Head — had they been only twenty yards to the right, 
they would have had" no problem . . . Ann Nodwell grinning from ear to ear in a 
howling blizzard in the middle of Garibaldi Lake, obviously^with supreme, but 
highly misplaced, confidence that I knew where the hell the Sphinx Glacier was 
- . . the look on Jack Boulding's face when, having rushed in to the Lake one 
day, and rushed up one of the major peaks the next,- he returned to find his clothes 
from Acadia Camp hanging from a rope between two trees in front of the cabin, 
along^ with a sign saying 'Welcome Home Jack' (they had been flown in along with 
the food! .... 

Thursday dawned, again at 9 a.m., with the promise that Mt. Price might be 
unwrapping itself from the clouds; at any rate, it seemed worth a try. Armed 
with my emergency ski-repaid kit, therefore, I set out, and the weather was even 
tending towards pleasant as I wound my way through the trees. Above the treeline, 
however, the wind got up, and I watched a series of rain storms chase each other 
up the Cheakamus valley. Deciding that Mt. Price was no place to be in a white
out, I followed the lava dyke back to the shelter, and halfway down it began to 
rain heavily. I therefore spent the evening cooking as before; but this time, 
alas, no trout! 
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. . . cook duty at the QCA cabin permitted only short trips, so when it was 
my turn, I went down to the top of the Barrier and took photographs. I was circl
ing around Lesser Garibaldi Lake when this apparition suddenly appeared out of 
the trees ahead. It was on snowshoes, which meant that it was not VOC, and dressed 
in oilskins and sou'wester; indeed, I wondered what sailorboy was doing so far 
from his natural environment. I wondered even more when his opening line was: 
"Can you tell me the way to Garibaldi Lake?" So I told him, and continued on my 
way to Barrier Lake, little knowing that I had just met Mr. Richard Culbert. 

Back at the cabin that night, some of the VOC did know who Mr. Richard Culbert 
was, and they were very intrigued as to what he was up to. Dick would not say. 

Next morning, I expressed interest in going to have a look at the Teacup 
Handle on Table Mountain, but nobody took me up on it. The weather being fine, 
I set off by myself, and as I approached Table Bay I noticed snowshoe tracks 
going in the same direction. When I arrived at the base of Table, there was Dick 
seated on top of the first gendarme. "Are you a friend of the ranger?" he asked, 
and seemed much relieved when I answered "no." (There was a rumour you could be 
clapped in irons and fined $1,000 for climbing Table.) I looked at the rock, and 
it was composed entirely of three inch chunks separated by hairline cracks — 
ugh! Thinking that Dick might like some help in getting down, I asked him if 
he would like a belay. "Yes" he said "that would be nice." So he dropped his 
rope, and I sat under an overhang, watching showers of rock fall immediately in 
front of me from his operations. Eventually I became a little concerned; Dick 
seemed no nearer, and I was running out of rope. So I called out to him, and a 
voice way above said "Oh that's all right; let it go." Only then did I realize 
that Dick was continuing up instead of down! 

And that was how I came to view the first ascent of Table in forty years, 
and the first ever by that route; Karl Ricker and Sev Heiberg were inspired 
to repeat it next day as described in VOCJ 1960 . . . 

When the wiSathar proved as miserable as ever on the Friday, I decided to 
wuit. I was getting faintly depressed, for I had the eerie feeling that the 
wind in the trees was bringing ghostly snatches of talk and laughter from VOC-
past. Garibaldi in the spring is wonderful — but it needs VOC present! 
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SPHINX CAMP 

Seon Marlyn April 17-18, 1981. 

When I discovered that Peter Benner was planning to go into Sphinx Camp 
during a space in my exam schedule I wasted no time in jumping at the opportunity. 
The chance of skiing the mountains behind Garibaldi Lake and improving my marks 
at the sane time was too tempting to pass up. 

We started out on an incredibly clear morning at the beginning of the Easter 
weekend. The trip up was somewhat eventful as we shuttled back and forth be
tween the Greyhound Bus Station and parcel pickup in an attempt to retrieve 
Alyson's skis, which were supposedly coming from the Interior parcel express. 
Just as we were about to leave without them someone rushed out of the bus station 
to tell us that they had arrived. The heavy load in Peter's little 57 Varieties 
car (four of us and packs) resulted in a mandatory radiator refill in the pond 
partway up Cheakamus Canyon, bringing back nostalgic memories of former VOC trips. 

There was no snow suitable for skiing until Barrier Lake but as we glided 
out onto Garibaldi Lake we were surprised to find it solidly frozen. Since 
Sphinx Camp had been abandoned because of poor ice conditions it seemed rather 
ironic that the ice was in better shape than the year before. 

By the time we had arrived at the cabin and finished supper tt was almost 
time for bed. For some lunatic reason, perhaps related to the spaciousness of 
the Sphinx Cabin, I had decided to sleep in the snow. John Baldwin's warning 
about how cold it had been the previous night only served to increase my perverse 
enthusiasm. Since there was not enough time to construct a cave I dug a small 
trench on the Moraine in time for a beautiful sunset behind Garibaldi Lake. 

It was cold — damn cold! Within a few minutes my boots had frozen solid 
and I wasn't in a much better state. The full moon rose in the east and made 
a slow arc around the lake, illuminating the Table, Mt. Price and Guard Mountain. 
Entranced by the sight and a bit too cold to sleep I occupied myself with cal
culating the time by the number of degrees of are the moon had moved. Pride and 
the loud snores (clearly audible at 50 yards) which eminated from the cabin 
kept me from retreating there. 
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The morning sun rising over Sphinx Glacier sent us quickly on our way up to 
Deception Col. Repeated engagements with my avalanche cord, which first refused 
to come untangled then built up a huge snowball which virtually stopped me dead, 
left me far behind. Deciding that the next action of this miserable cord would 
probably be to pull an avalanche down on top of me I abandoned it and soon caught 
up. Peter had started out in his shorts, assuming from the clear sky that we were 
in for another hot day like the previous one. A small cloud, apparently risen 
from the ground, covered the sun and steadfastly removed to move. Within minutes 
everything froze solid. Mr. McBenner countered this by wrapping his plaid shirt 
around his legs and looked quite the stylish Scotsman as he proceeded to the col. 

From the col, Garibaldi Mountain looms above Sentinel Glacier, and looking 
along the ridge the Table is framed by Tantalus Mountain, a really unusual and 
arresting sight. Peter, Alyson, and I sat and froze on the col while Trevor 
proceeded up Deception. 

Soon after we arrived back at the lake it was time to leave. The promised 
heat had arrived and the second crossing of the white desert of Garibaldi Lake 
ensued. Within a few hours the sunburned (on one side anyway) and relaxed crew 
were on their way back to Vancouver. 
Participants: 
Peter Benner Jay McArthur 
Alyson Mclnnes Sean Marlyn 
Trevor Boyd Plus a few other old VOC'ers 
John Baldwin whose names I don't know. 
Jean Heinemann 

"And yet another article on the almighty Sphinx " (Ed.) 

SPHINX HUT 

Anders Ourom April 1981. 

This brief report is included by way of proof that normal ski conditions did 
indeed exist for part of this year. The hardy party set off from the parking lot 
at a decent hour, under intermittent sunshine. At the top of the switchbacks we 
were in knee deep wet snow; from there to the lake it was never less deep, and 
often deeper. Even in low gear trail breakers could only manage a few hundred 
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yards at a time. At the lake we paused for lunch, abandoning several flatlanders, 
and plodded across the lake into a whiteout. The cabin was half buried; we ate, 
frolicked, and crashed. A further foot of spring Readimix fell overnight, and 
our recent tracks were only marginally useful in our trudge home. 
Participants: 
Steve Grant Jay Page 
Anders Ourom Rein Randsepp 

MAMQUAM: A DAY TRIP 

Paul S. Phillips May 1981. 

The title is a slight misnomer as we did this overnight. However that in
cluded half a day driving around the Mamquam logging roads. We didn't leave the 
cars 'till about 2 p.m. Our actual hiking time (return to peak) was about seven 
hours, this, included hauling skis and overnight pack to the tree-line. 

We did the trip in late May, which seemed optimistic since we could hike to 
the tree-line and then ski to the peak. The trickiest part of the trip was the 
access which was via the (east) Skoukum Creek Togging road. This is described 
below. Note that some minor spurs are not noted. All distances are in Kilometres. 

Mamquam logging road just past the Chief 0.0 Km. 
Access road to Squamish sub-division 3.1 
Fork left just after shacks 3.7 
(Right is the Sky-pilot access) — Fork left (NOT to line) 6.7 
Past spur at 7.5 
Fork left 9.5 
Fork left over bridge (just past mile 9 post) 12.7 
Right over bridge 12.9 
Left to R line 13.2 
Right bend by columnar basalt 13.5 
Past spur near mile 10 post 14.2 
Past spur 14.5 
Very sharp left (not p 5 line) 15.1 
Fork left to Slime just after mile 11 post 15.9 
Fork left 17.3 
Fork right (not 5-8 line) just after pond 21.4 
Park near junction at 22.1 

We crossed slash and headed NE through open forest on the right side of the creek. 
Crossing the creek where it swings S-E. The crossing is difficult in spring and 
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a better alternative is to cross the creek on the logging road bridge near the 
parking spot and head up on the left side of the creek. 

The maps are rather confusing here. The major creek coming from the north 
does not appear to exist and consequently is no problem to cross. Anyway, one 
continues N-E through steep but open forest, with one minor detour to avoid the 
bluffs. We finally camped on the ridge top just above the minor lake in the 
valley separating from Mamquam (about three hours up). 

The route to Mamquam is straight forward. Drop down to the valley and up 
the gully on the opposite side (just to the right of the cliffs). This is very 
straight forward skiing, although it does not look like it from the ridge. The 
gully brings you into a basin with a small unmarked lake and the glacier above 
on the right. Swing right at the end of the basin up a broad gully. A steep 
narrow gully (for skiing anyways) brings you up to the ice field. The peak to 
the front right is skirted. Mamquam peak is behind this. One can ski to about 
20 feet from the top. A short, technically easy ridge of loose rock leads to 
the summit. About one hour up from base camp on skis, a bit longer on foot. 
The ice field is crevassed, although we didn't rope up. Jay was on foot and did 
not have anymore trouble than one would expect wandering around in spring snow. 

The whole trip was very pleasant. There is little in the way of bush and 
the skiing (X-C) was excellent! 
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SUMMER T981 

A. Dibb July 198-1 

ASHLAR RIDGE 
Jasper National Park 

" A s one approaches the mile 4.5 viewpoint on the Miette Hot Springs 
road, the gentle mountain countryside is abruptly interrupted by the 
striking 1100' face of Ashlar Ridge. Surprisingly, although most other 
mountains-in the area have the rock climbing potential of a hugh pile 
of unmortared bricks, Ashlar Ridge limestone is quite sound. 

From the roadside viewpoint a large crack (30' wide in places) 
can be seen on the upper portion of the face, reaching the top near the 
Ridge's summit. The only complete route on the face follows a line 
.averaging 100' or so to the right (S.E.) of this crack and its downward 
extension. Several small bushy ridges run from the base of the wall down 
to the Fiddle River; the route starts in the trough between two of these 
ridges. 

Thunderstorms strike this area with hair raising frequency, u-sually 
occurring on days that start out totally clear. Our first three attempts 
in June were thwarted by frightening electrical activity once we had been 
lured onto the face. 

The start of the route if marked by a triangular slab of rock, 
about 100' high, perched on a ledge and propped up against the main face. 
Easy climbing leads to the triangle's apex, at w h i c h point there are at 
least two ways of pfo'ceeding: 

1) The standard route begins in the prominent gash to the left of the 
apex, then involves 5.7 face climbing to the base of an even more promi
nent gash (two 1 e a d ) , 

2) Directly above the apex a pitch of thin face climbing on superb 
rock (5.8 - 5.9 sustained) is followed by a delicate, unprotected 5.9 
traverse to join variation 1. 

The fourth pitch, with a short 5.9 crux, leads in 150' to a belay 
at the base of a long ramp ascending to the left. Two easy but some
what loose pitches end on a ledge which is traversed left to yet an
other enormous cleft in the face, this one large enough to accommodate 
a small symphony o r c h e s t r a . The right hand side of this cleft is 
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ascended to an overhang just below a belay ( 5 . 9 ) . 
Abpve,this the route is a bit steeper, but holds are copious if 

rather loose, making for sustained exhilarating 5.8. The final pitch 
involves walking right.along a treed ledge with one brief 5.5. section, 
then climbing one of several corners to the top. 

In an area not noted for its high quality rock climbs, this 
hitherto unreported route is one of the best. In an effort to hasten 
our ascent (lest Thor unleash his afternoon fury) we protected the climb 
entirely with chocks, a practice not feasible on many routes in the 
Rockies. You may not want to leave Vancouver just to do this climb, 
but if you're holidaying in Jasper and get tired of climbing North 
faces over at the Icefields, try the SW face of Ashlar Ridge. 

Wedge Mountain August 1981 
David Wong 

When Sean mentioned the possibility of climbing Wedge Mountain, I 
thought "Why not?" and proceeded to wrangle an extra day off work and 
to steal the family car for the weekend. 

It was the Sunniest and hottest weekend of the summer; Sort of 
a MTA (maximum tanning angle) o v e r l o a d . Since we w e r e n ' t so well 
versed in crampons and ice-axes, we decided to take the Wedge Ridge 
Route to the top. The Guide Book was a joy to follow. "Watch for the 
tree above the bank on the high side of the road" it read as I stood 
among several hundred identical trees on the high side of the road. 
"Watch for the red tapes on a tree." That seemed easy enough until we 
realized that there were many red tapes on many t r e e s . Multiple startin 
points! Apparently they marked the end of the logging slash. Oh w e l l , 
all routes went up anyway. We began our thrash uphill to the highest 
point of the ridge. 

I felt at a distinct disadvantage on this trip as Sean had just 
finished a 2 month surveying job slashing through northern coastal 
underbrush. He sort of waltzed through the devil's club and other fun 
growth while crying out "Are you there, David?!" M e a n w h i l e , I was w o n 
dering where my machete knife was as I slipped on yet another disguised 
root. 
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Finally we reached the top of the ridge and after further straying, 
reached the alpine meadows at around 6500 feet. St this point we were 
wondering where the nearest drinking fountain was, as there wept.no water 
sources along the ridge. After debating the use of sweat as a water 
supply, we finally found a few meagre snowfields to catch meltwater and 
to cook dinner. 

After an incredibly warm night we began our clamber up Wedge. The 
area is just spectacular with great views of the Spearhead Range and 
flower filled v a l l e y s . The route up (S.W. ridge) involves a long rock 
hop to the summit. To compensate for this the view became more impres
sive as we approached the top which incidentally is marked by a little 
blue bladder bag. 

We met our first sign o f other human life at the c a i r n . Bruce and 
Mark (?) (former V O C ' e r s ) , having apparently spent the greater part of 
the previous night at Tapley's Bar at Whistler, were trying to figure 
out how or why they were at the top of Wedge. A return trip was in 
order, they d e c i d e d , as they eventually made their way back down to 
the bar. 

After another warm and windy night (convection currents) we decided 
to climb to the top of the saddle between Wedge and Parkhurst mountain. 
Alpine flowers, clear streams and small ponds dotted the area in abun
dance. We got a clear view of Wedgemount lake and Mount Weart on the 
other side of the saddle. It was just one of those perfect d a y s . 

Remembering the small streams along the way I suggested to Sean 
that we should go for a quick dip. A quick dip it certainly was as 
running water seems to have a problem heating up. H o w e v e r , a small 
pond by. the side had warmed up considerably giving me a chance to lie 
back contently. I was just about to drop off when suddenly I began to 
notice these little worms oozing out of the mud and thrashing about in 
the w a t e r . Instantly remembering my parasitology course a n d protecting 
certain o r i f i c e s , I leapt out of the water and decided to MTA on boulders 
instead. 

Meanwhile the sun seemed to have affected Sean rather adversely. He 
begah . doing his pagan dance in the buff to the sun queen -- springing 
up and down boulders and doing a wild dervish amongst the flowers. Oh 
well, each to his o w n , I thought! 

http://wept.no
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Unfortunately we had to hike our return back to the car. Once 
again I played tangle with the underbrush while Sean traipsed on ahead. 
Anyway, it was an excellent long weekend. We were the only ones camped 
in that area, so for people in search of solitude it's a great place to 
go . 

LONG PEAK (LIZZ.IE CREEK) 
Wolf Holzmann August 12, 1981 

On returning from easterly places (such as Calgary) via Lillooet, 
I found myself one morning in the Lillooet Lake r e g i o n . With it being 
another one of those beautifully clear summer d a y s , the mountains 
beckoned. Having no clear objective in mind I headed for the Lizzie 
Creek area. The road was acceptable up to a steep uphill stretch. A 
resurfacing program was underway there - consisting of putting piles of 
rocks on the roadl 

Fortunately, after parking my beetle, I got a ride for the last 
3 km to Lizzie Lake from someone supervising road c o n s t r u c t i o n . We 
had a delightful conversation, during which I learned that the over
mature forest had to be logged soon because of the fire hazard of the 
proverb- ial 'summer-dried' 'self-detonating' dead tree. Oh well, at 
least it saved the walk. By evening the worst spots had been fixed 
and it was possible to drive to Lizzie Lake. The lake is through the 
trees at a yellow and green "29 Km" sign about 45 km from the Pemberton-
Lillooet road. 

One hikes through the "Gates of Shangri-la" on the way to a cabin 
in the valley above Lizz'ie Lake. The cabin presumably is heaven, a 
pleasant place with flower meadows and a creek. The usual route c o n 
tinues to Tundra Lake in the Upper Stein River valley, "That would be 
a bit far for a day hike. Instead I decided to follow an indefinite 
trail to Long Lake. The lovely blue slender band of water was a good 
lunch spot. Stuffed mushroom caps followed by duck a 1'orange...wel1 
actually I forgot what I had for lunch. 

Long Peak is a mass of ro c k s , ice and snow beyond the south end of 
the Lake. The pass to the west of the peak is easily reached over rock 
and heather. Some steep cliffs in this side of the peak can be divided 
by heather covered breaks a bit to the south. One harder part further 
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up on the peak can be avoided by .a detour over the snow on the north 
side. 

The reward for this hike is truly handsome. There are several 
false summits each providing different v i e w s . Countless lakes can be 
seen - Lillooet Lake, Lizzie Lake and numerous alpine lakes of diffe
rent colors. Sharp peaks rising in every direction include those of 
Garibaldi park and the Joffre Lakes area. From the eastern side of the 
peak a lake at the headwaters of the Nahatlatch River can be seen. 
Beside it, a glacial green lake has an outlet stream cascading in a 
silver thread hundredsof feet down to the valley bottom of Rogers Creek. 

This peak had already been claimed for the VOC by G. Underhill on 
December 30, 1978. However, I picked a warmer day - a truly memorable 
one too! 

A FRONT RANGE TRAVERSE, 
JASPER NATIONAL PARK 

Alan Dibb August, 1981 

The eastern Front Ranges of Jasper National Park are seldom visited 
by mountaineers, who favour the higher, glaciated peaks to the west. 
Hikers in the Front Ranges generally are confined to the forested 
valley-bottom trails. Left untouched are the m o u n t a i n tops, which are 
between, peaks without outrageous losses of elevation or technical rock-
climbing difficulties. With most of the ridges lying between- 7000 and 
9000 feet elevation the scenery is spectacular, yet very few of the 
possible traverses have ever been done. The following is an account 
of-a traverse of about fifteen peaks of the Miette-Nikannasin Range, 
starting at mile 5 of the Miette Hot Springs Road. 

Following Morris Creek and its southern tributary, the rocky slopes 
of Capitol Mountain can be reached in about four hours; a further hour 
of scrambling leads to the summit. The views here, like anywhere along 
the crest, o f the range, are splendid. The distant peaks, some over 100 
aerial miles away, include M t . Edith Cavell near Jasper townsite, Mt. 
Andromeda ih the Columbia Icefield group, and M t . Robson. By striking 
contrast, a s one glances east, the foothills abruptly give way to the 
endless boreal forest plains, which form a bleak, slightly curved horizon 
bey o n d the town of Edson. 
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A sheep trail from just above treeline on the NE slopes of Capitol 
Mountain contours conveniently across the broad scree fields to the 
base of the next peak to the south; this part of the route, is remini
scent of the Amber Mountain section of Jasper's popular S k y l i n e trail. 
A herd of galloping bighorns, undoubtedly migrating to their summer 
feeding grounds (the highway 16 roadside tourist s t o p ) , nearly trampled 
me as I attempted to photograph them. Such is the fear these beasts 
have of m a n . 

Three distinct summits are encountered in the next couple of m i l e s . 
The quality of the rock along the ridge varies from loose and friable to 
downright dangerous, but all steep sections can be avoided by moving onto 
the NE slopes. Anyone interested Geology, however, will prefer to take 
their chances on the ridge, where a variety of rock types, fossils, and 
bizarre hoo-doo- like formations continually crop up. 

Coming around the southwest side of Mt. O'Hagan upper Sulpher Creek 
Drainage is reached. The end of the Miette Hot Springs road is only a 
couple of hours distant, but a beautiful bivouack site awaits at the 6800' 
pass between Sulphur and Makwa Creek drainages. 

The next leg of the traverse was somewhat trickier than the first, 
as easy detours avoiding the ridges were not generally available. Still, 
no horrifying sections were encountered and the views were even wilder 
and more beautiful. In fact, the main difficulty I encountered was 
lack of water. Although I had started day two with a full gallon, by 
late afternoon my Javex bottle was empty. After.the fourth peak of 
the day I had resorted to pawing at moist-looking soil like a thirsty 
sheep, and curled up descending 2500 vertical feet like a madman and 
nearly drinking myself sick when I finally stumbled upon water. 

I hadn't found water before almost reaching the Rocky River Valley 
bottom to the west of the range. The next morning I grumbled my way 
back up the lost ground. By noon, the hardest part of the entire route 
was at h a n d : an unavoidable and very exposed 50 feet of traversing on 
small holds. Stalling for time I trundled a few boulders into the a b b y s , 
and watched them explode some 500 feet down, with the fragments coming to 
rest a further 1500 feet below. Turning back at this point would have 
been heart-breaking though, so, cursing the gallon of water I was lugging 
around, I made my way across. 
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Beyond this point retreat is impossible (other than en rappel) 
until two more peaks have been crossed. I had no sooner reached the 
second peak than my old nemesis, the thunderstorm, began to build up. 
Soon after the first not-too-distant thunderclap I found myself off the 
ridge, descending into the alpine basin of a tributary to the Fiddle 
River. This unique spot was situated so that views down to the forests 
of the lower slopes were blocked and with the sparsely vegetated rocky 
soil, hot weather, insatiable thirst, and even a sheep skull obligingly 
bleaching in the sun, it was easy to imagine I was in a mountainous 
desert. 

It was difficult deciding whether to wait out the storm or head 
for home. On the one hand I still had one more day off, at least thirty 
more peaks between me and Whitehorse Pass, and the summer was nearly over. 
On the other hand, I'd exhausted my supply of fibreglass tape for re
pairing my shredded Nikes and already my three smallest toes were pro
truding from the side of my right shoe. As. t h e first raindrops fell 
I started for M i e t t e , visions of popsicles dancing in my head, and 
promising myself those thirty peaks would still be there the next summer. 
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AUTUMN 1981 

First week of September 1981 

THE WEST COAST TRAIL 

Day 1 
After 4 months of back-breaking and mind-boggling graduate 

work, we decided to pick up our towels from wreck beach and set 
out for the West Coast Trail. On the Queen of Nanaimo, John and 
Pierre braved the icy wind while testing the aerodynamics of the 
human body,(yes, you to can learn to fly while holding onto the 
railing on a ferry deck!) 

We did the usual routine of leaving one car at Port Alberni. 
Our efforts to find a "shortcut" to Port Renfrew on the multi-
connected, intertwined, tangled, myriad of logging roads ended 
in failure. After giving up, we took the well-travelled route. 
That evening,(It took a whole day to get t h e r e ! ) , we were happy 
to abandon the car at the Port Renfrew Hotel and escape across 
San Juan Inlet. We paid an Indian Fisherman $5.00 to cross the 
water to Thrasher Cove where we spent the night. 

Dave and Pierre had their tent put up in 5.06 m i n . Two hours 
later, John, the architect had constructed his ocean-side condo
minium of plastic sheet, driftwood, cord, and pebbles. (This turned 
out to be a routine, as the well-fed bourgeoisie lounged while the 
hungry John slaved at securing his c o n d o ) . Dave (cal1-me-when-you-
like!) asked our female neighbors if they'd like to see his etchings. 
Unfortunately, Dave doesn't have any etchings so it was a good thing 
they declined. 

Day 2 
The next morning, Pierre and John were into w h i p s . Kinky! Shall 

we explain? The sea-whips were leather-like tubular strands of kelp. 
These were affectionately named "killer seaweed" after John received 
a cut chin due to the backlash of a 30 foot whip. "More! More!", he 
c r i e d . 

We stained off along the sandy beach. U n f o r t u n a t e l y , the grains 
of sand were TO feet high! The rocky area gave way at Owen Point 
to a rocky ledge resembling a m o o n s c a p e . Surge channels cut 
through the ledge, and' water roared up them as the waves crashed 
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i n . The cliffs had eroded into sea caves and G a n y o n s , which were f u n 

to explore at low tide. 
Using the tide tables, were were careful not to get trapped on 

the beach against the cliffs. By afternoon the tide was rising and 
we had one last trail access. The "trail access" turned out to be 
a thin nylon rope on the face of a cliff. Only Dave was macho enough 
to make it up with his pack o n . John and Pierre had to have their 
packs hauled up first, then climb up. 

The muddy trail maintained an elevation of about 300 feet as it 
wound around through the woods. At each major creeks we ha<i to climb 
an extensive system of ladders to sea level and then back up on the 
other side. Me went for a swim (no whips!) at Camper Bay. From 
there w e hiked to Cullite Cove, where we spent the night. 

Day 3 
In the m o r n i n g , we encountered miles of boardwalks through 

spooky m a r s h , more ladders, and a slippery, rickety bridge. At 
Logan Creek, the hand-operated cable car was broken and we had to 
climb to the creek on an improvised system of ladders. There was a 
3 foot gap between 2 of the ladders which had to be m a n o e u v r e d . Later, 
we were MMzed when we saw people with a dog carrying saddle bags: 
Mould they have a surprise awaiting them! 

The cable car at Halfran Creek was working. After crossing, 
we sat out our only rain storm in a cave. Camp was set up at 
Carmanah C r e e k . John and Dave were tired o u t , but "Crazy Zak" 
ran five m i l e s to get some exercise! 

Say 4 
We were awakened in the morning by a fog horn at Carmanah 

lighthouse. After an exhilarating walk along the rocky beach, 
we had lunch amongst the tidal pools. A rich-variety of life 
abounded In these pools', hermit crabs, sea urchins, a n e m o n e s , 
(which we enj-oyed f e e d i n g ) , m u s s e l s , snails, and starfish. We-
were also entertained b y the sea lions sunning themselves on a 
rock. Off in the distance,- we saw an island. The next m o m e n t the 
island was gone! Then we saw a geyser of water shooting u p from the 
wa v e s , and we realized we were watching a whale! Throughout the trip, 
we frequently s a w killer whales playfully jumping out of the w a t e r . 
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A curious female seal with cute eyes surfaced to check us out. 
While doing some fancy footwork on the r o c k s , spurned on by 

the advancing tide, Dave twisted his ankle. Unable to continue 
along the rocks, we headed back to the last trail a c c e s s : a rotting 
ladder. 

When we found the access to the sea again, there was a beautiful 
deserted beach at least one mile long. We stopped to do some body 
surfing, although the water was so cold, we could stay only a couple 
of minutes at a time. After crossing the suspension bridge at 
Cheewat, the WCT continued as the main street of C l o - o o s e . Just a 
couple of shacks are there now. 

In search of a campsite with water we hiked 'till dusk. John 
went bushwhacking, got lost, found a campsite for the night, and some 
interesting petroglyphics. Near this campsite, a blow-hole in the 
rocks soaked the unsuspecting, John. Due to bad w a t e r , Dave was sick. 
Meanwhile, John and Pierre ate a mussel to check for red tide 
(Physicists!) 
Day 5 

The following morning Pierre was sick and fasted all day. An 
Indian took us across Nitnat Narrows for $3.00 per p e r s o n . He also 
sells beer and crab. A number of other hikers were partying on the 
adjacent dock, accompanied by the loud tapedeck on the boat. Dave 
finally got the girls' attention by showing them his ankle. 

There was a network of caves further along the shore. This 
would be an interesting stop for those with time. 

Finally, we reached our objective of the day: Tsusiat Falls. 
There were many campers there, some skinny-dipping under the falls. 
One friendly hiker gave us a fish and we had a great dinner, (which 
Pierre mi s s e d ) . 

John woke in the night and danced around wildly, shouting and trying 
to get a frantic mouse out of his sleeping bag. The rest of the night 
he stayed up to fend off any more of these k i l l e r - m i c e . 

Day 6 
The trail from Tsusiat Falls regained the c l i f f s , affording some 

panoramic views. It was a very muddy stretch of trail but eventually 
it widened and continued mostly through the forest, as part of the old 
lifesaving road. We stopped at Pacheena lighthouse. Many day-
hikers walk this far, leaving their cars at Pacheena Bay. A sea 
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lion colony can be seen easily from the shore near here. 

That night we camped at Pacheena Bay on the wide protected 
beach. Dinner was very good; we ate everything we had left! John 
went for a hike that night.along the beach and up the muddy banks 
of a creek. He claims to have seen phosphorescent green sparkles in 
the mud as he walked in his bare feet, but no-one believed him. 

Day 7 
After an early start, and a hike into Bamfield, we ate an 

embarrassingly big breakfast and then boarded the Lady Rose. This 
beautifully well kept old boat travels to Port Alberni. It was a 
pleasant trip - just for laying back and catching some sun. 

The car was still parked at the dock in Port Alberni and we 
headed off to pick up the car we'd left in Port Renfrew. By the 
time we got to the Ferry Terminal at Swartz Bay, it was past midnight. 
We slept in the cars - an uncomfortable feat at best. (John was so 
cramped.in his Mazda that he had to be surgically removed the next 
m o r n i n g ! ) . 

Partici pants: 

Dave Crowe 
John Hebron \ 
Pierre Zakarousfcaa 
Secretary: Louise Osborne 

THE WEST LION 

Susan Hollenberg September 13, 1981 

What better way to savour the last glorious day of freedom 
before classes began than to climb the West bump of the famous 
Vancouver landmarks? Despite having gazed at this objective from 
my front window and various surrounding peaks, I had never actually 
conquered it, and so, fuelled by the desire to 'do it, once and for 
a l l ' , I submitted myself to the whims of my companions. The weather 
cooperated extremely w e l l , and we struck a pleasant pace up the 
New Lions t r a i l . The angle of incline increased appreciably after 
the Mt. Brurvswick/Lions trail j u n c t i o n , but the fine day gave us 
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ample incentive to reach our goal and assume position for M.T.A. 
(maximum tanning a n g l e ) . We approached the bump before our objective 
bump and obtained a spectacular panorama of the aforementioned melding 
with sea, sky and distant bumps. We also encountered complacent 
hordes, inexplicably premature in having assumed MTA position. 

Undaunted by their lame excuses of the terror of the final scrambling 

ascent, we rappelled, down the five foot permanently attached rope 

into the dividing gulley and picked the reasonable 'tourist route' 

up this rocky beast. In no time at all we were there, and even 

the non-climbers in the group had forgotten to summon the fear 

that those quaking at the bottom had expounded upon. As soon as 

hiking boots had been flung off we revelled in the non-liquid 

sunshine, and baked on suitable large slabs watching the antics 

of heavily loaded rock climbers who, for obscure r e a s o n s , decided 

to dangle from unconventional routes. When a later ascendant 

turned on his transistor radio, however, we knew it was time to 

return to reality and escape the pervading irritation o f this 

obtrusive object. Who knew if a packet of cigarettes was lurking in 

some dark corner of his pack? The descent was r a p i d , good for the 

knee 'muscles' and a satisfying end to the day. We were almost ready 

to face the greater challenge to the morrow; mandatory confinement in 

lecture halls irrespective of the addictive solar radiation outside. 

Partici pants : 

Susan Hollenberg David Wong 

Kathy Wong Sean Marlyn 

Gwen Wong 
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John PFingTe Sept. 1981. 
In the course of my extended existence upon this planet, 0 best 

beloved, many a pleasing lake have I visited, and many a promising 
ripple have I spied upon the waters of the said Takes. The orga
nisms responsible for the ripples have, however, not been noticeably 
cooperative about jumping into my cooking pot, and all too frequently 
I did not have the wherewithal to encourage them. W h e n , therefore, I 
escaped from my ivory tower in the middle of the northern forests, 
and returned to civilisation in the city of Vancouver, one of my 
first acts was to go in search of an ultra-lightweight fishing rod, 
one that could remain more or less permanently in my pack, and thus 
be available as and when required. A rod by Daiwa was therefore 
a c q u i r e d , and some successful encouragements are recorded elsewhere 
o n these pages. 

Now it came to pass that, as the days grew shorter, some of us 
made a pilgrimage to the river Stein, and as we m a r c h e d beside that 
stream, to'. There were rocky pools, and in those rocky pools were 
these enormous fish! SALMON!11 The mouth watered at the thought, 
a n d I promised myself that when we reached our campsite, I would try 
and c a t c h o n e . This was pretty ridiculous becauser 
(a) it was all too obvious that, the salmon were programmed for some
thing other than foo<f, a n d 
(b) even if they, did r e a c t , my hooks were m o s t unlikely to set pro
perly because they were so small, and 
(c) even if they did s e t , my line was far too weak to hold a- fish of 
that size, a n * 

assuming that these unlikely possibilities compounded to the point 
where I actually had a fish hooked firmly on my line, how was I to get 
it t hrough the water/air interface? In the event, there were no fish 
in the river at our campsite, and so the problem did not arise. But . . 

ATT night long I brooded- about those fish in the rock pools, and how 
I had never caught anything even half that size. Early next morning, 
therefore, I raced back ahead of the others to try my luck. It was as I 
had feared; condition (a) held, and they paid no- attention whatever to 
my lures. Eventually I just aimlessly jiggled them up and down, and 
was about to give up, when suddenly I felt a pull on the line! 

HADDYA BEAN -- ft FISHY STORY? 
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I l o o k e d down -- and found that I had SNAGGED A salmon at just about 
the only point on its anatomy where that was possible. Since this 
is a family journal . . . oh, it's alright to call that funny little 
hole under the tail the c l o a c a . 

Condition (a) had thus been by-passed, and to my amazement, con
ditions (b) and (c) proved operational. Very cautiously, therefore, 
I played the fish to exhaustion, and then faced problem (d). Sean! 
David! Where the hell are you? I had been fishing off a rock about 
two metres high, and the only landing spot at all feasible was a ledge 
about thirty centimetres above the water; it was only just wide enough 
for me to stand on. So I stood on it, and worked the fish until it 
was opposite my free hand -- and then tried to grab it by the tail. 
But that is not the easiest of o p e r a t i o n s , and so it slipped out; as 
it did so, the hook pulled out as well. For.one frightful moment the 
fish and I looked at one another -- and then, with an offensively-
lanquid flick of its tail, 2.5 Kg of salmon d i s a p p e a r e d ! 

The immediate consequence was an adrenalin level so high that I 
had to spend the next five minutes resting under a bush to recover. 
And when the others turned up, how could I tell them about the 25 Kg of 
salmon that got away? Would you? 

I read in the paper next day that someone had been fined $250 
for snagging salmon; i.e., if something is effective, advantageous 
and not taxable, it must be illegal. 

And the day after that, I did catch my first salmon, left-handed. 
Waddya mean, this sound like ANOTHER fishy story? 

I was walking along the beach beside the sea's side, when my 
attention was drawn to some splashing in a creek nearby. Salmon'. 
I did not have the wherewithal with me, but I did notice that they ten
ded to congregate in the shadow of a glassy bank. If their tiny minds 
were locked on ***, they might not be paying too much attention to 
anything else, and so I crept up to the top of the bank. Cautiously 
I peered over the edge, and th^ere was this enormous salmon less than 
a metre away'. Even more cautiously, I lowered my hand, my left hand, 
until it was just over the back of the fish. This time I made no 
m i s t a k e ; inserting thumb and forefinger behind the gill-covers, I 
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hauled out the prize! As I viewed it with delight -- at least 250 Kg 
-- I reflected that I did not really want to eat salmon for the rest of 
my life; (besides, it was much too big for my cooking pot. And so I 
put it back. 

Ah, best beloved, but should have seen the one that got away in 
the river Stein. . . all of 2500 Kg! 

BRANDYwI ME ACCESS 
Paul Phil Tips 

S/tart is at logging road on left by the Hydro Tower 164.2, 1.5 
miles (2.5 km) past Brandywine Falls Park. The gate is locked, but 
the road is good and dr.iveable most of the way, should it ever become 
unlocked. About 1 mile up there is a major spur. Take the spur. 
However the road goes straight on for about h mile to a m i n e . 

The old trail can be picked up here about 50 ft. above the lower 
m i n e entrance. The trail start is marked by a rope hanging over a 
small busy cliff. The trail is well delineated on the forest floor, 
but is messed up in some places by low falls. After about h m i l e 
the trail leads to a logging 'slash'. Then around up to the right 
is where you would have been 1 hr ago if you had taken the spur. 

After about another % mile the road forks. The left fork drops 
dowiv and was the creek and ( m a y b e ) gave rise to the Brew Lake a r e a . 
Take the right fork. About 2 miles up Cfollow the road straight) 
the valley, the road enters the woods-again. About 150 yards in is 
a bridge over a creek. The trail starts about 50 yards back from the 
bridge a n d 1s behind a pile of rocks. The trail more or less follows 
the creek. At about 3/4 hour you get to- the sub alpine where the trail 
levels off. Some confusion can occur with timber flags here, but 
these end up J u s t below the meadow anyway. Part of the Upper trail 
is o b l i t e r a t e d by a mud slide, coming from the logging road just 
above (not visible from the trail t h o u g h ) . 

If one follows the main logging line it rises up out of the 
valley (I'm not sure of mileage to this p o i n t , but it's fairly obvious) 
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THE BLACK TUSK ASC£flTl 
Denlse Hart Sept. 20, 1981 
Here is the first in the continuing saga of ordeals up that Grand 
Prix bicycle path on Black Tusk. . . 

I tried to write a poem for this, Kathy and Susan. I just couldn't 
'get the words right. 

My first encounter with these two ladies of the journal was on a 
hike last September to Black Tusk, where it was revealed amongst the 
usual exchange of chit-chat and exploratory "what-are-you-taking?" 
that I was in Arts, flirted with language and occassional1y (attem
pted) to seduce words into poetry. It followed that I was deemed 
raconteur of our journey that day, whether I volunteered or not. 

I did have a few helpful suggestions to insert in my poem. 
Procrastinating so that I now sit on the bus to Whistler at mid-term 
break writing this article that was due today, I have since forgotten 
most of those suggestions but there is one that sticks in my m i n d , 
-'twas a rhyme with "Tusk". Think about it for a minute - what can you 
come up'with? How about "lust"? Never thought of it, right? What kind 
of ribald poetry do you think I write'.!! 

I pondered and I scratched and I disgustedly crunched paper and I 
pondered some m o r e ; I ended up with nothing more concrete than a pile 
of foolscap balls -- I couldn't find a place for "lust" in my scribb-
lings (although outside of my scribblings....) Aah, but wait how's 
this : 

and contours out of the valley at one point and finally terminates 
about 140 yards from the meadow. Brandywine and Metaldome are easily 
a very fine day trip from this point. 
Crew Part 1: Crew Part 11: 
Paul Phillips Paul Phillips 
Hark Baf"ley Rein Raudsepp 

Sharon Priest 
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weather 
meek sunshine tried: the trees dripping 
pungent green; and hanging 
fog blocking the Barrier 
Silent commanding void 
ever higher 
we hiked 
through the peopled mist 
of passing 
watchful 
eyes. 

A h , too lustless. I.told y o u , I don't write r i b a l d . 
Where was I to turn? Where do you turn when you get stuck and 

need cheering up? (Sounds like a commercial) to food, of course, 
to ice cream! 

Wet white 
snow ski/ski 
On berries fell due 
Swensen's 
way home, OK". 
these bellies filled full. 

Its snappier, but what does it say? It was a discussion at lunch 
time - we never did make it to Swensen's - can't remember if we hit the 
DQ or n o t . . . . Turned out typical meaningless trite...it was at this 
point that I decided to give up my literary career. For the moment. 

What else h a p p e n e d ? (The c r o w d , cried!) and skip the poetry! 
(they added in unison!) 

Deal . 
Got to the top. It was cold and snowy couldn't see a thing. Very 

memora ble. 
Came d o w n . Lost Nancy and Ross. I can't remember if we found 

them or they found us - the scene of action was the parking lot -
they'd come down ahead of us but we couldn't find them and it was dark 
and rainy and they weren't prepared for a night out and the great search 
set out (minus Alan and I - he had a painful tendon and I'd had a 
blow-out) 
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Here I'd tike to interject 
a proposal for an additional 
essential to the equipment list. 
For every hike:-

- 1 physiotherapy student -
Uses include: wrapping knees 

giving massages 
• 1 ots of 1 aughter 

and the Great Search:, Why, they wasn't gone more'n five minutes 
when they's a-returnin' with them lost souls who hain't bin lost 
but 'twas shelterin' somewheres. (Writ with a Twainian accent.) 

Our lost souls' found, or our found lost soulS, we either (as 
previously noted) headed to the DQ and home, or just headed home. Oh, 
we must have gone to the DQ - has a carload of VOC'ers EVER driven 
past it? 

Who were those masked V O C ' e r s , anways? They were Kathy Wong ( L ) , 
Susan Hollenberg (L), Alan Dibb, Sean Marl^fti, Nancy Horseman, Ross 
Bates, Jenny Getsinger, and Denise Hart. 

Nearly forgot! To keep the physio student laughing takes lots of 
chocolate-chips or H 1 M ' s ! Yes, she was hygrading gorp here, too! 

And yet another. . . 
BLACK TUSK 

Audrey Pearson O c t . 12, 1981 
Thanksgiving 

Escape! After a month and half of school,, a chance to go back 
to some of the peace of the summer. The libraries were c l o s e d , so there 
was no excuse not to go. The "gang" consisted of 4 cars of VOC'ers all 
of whom didn't know each other but had similiar thoughts of escape. 

Everyone knows the Black Tusk trail. I have even heard it called 
"boring". But, hiking up through the trees, with the Alder leaves 
dying and the Wintergreen set in seed, the forest is never the same, 
especially when winter is coming. 

In Taylor Meadows there was some snow, glorious brilliant sun
shine and a spectacular view of the mountain skyline. Lunch break 
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consisted of occupying a tent platform, munching and sharing 
assorted goodies and talking about the past summer, the coming ski 
season and of the VOC. 

We later meandered further into the m e a d o w s , then to Gari
baldi Lake with no destination really planned. The only goal 
was the going there. 

One the way down a little boy broke his arm and one of our 
group, Adrian,was involved in the rescue (which only goes to 
show one shouldn't underestimate Ontarioit'es even if they are 
wearing checkered pants and argjrle gaiters.) 

Still there was a touch of sadness to come down to the end 
of the trai1 . 

Black Tusk was my very first hike when I was 13 years old 
and now the government wants to rip the trail out because of the 
Barrier "hazard". 

I can't help but feel perhaps I've said goodbye to an old 
fri end. 
Partici pants : 
Audrey Pearson (L) Anita Hiettunen 
Adrian Lee Lois Frith 
Kiyoshi Hayami Miyuki Kusaka 
and evsiycne else who enjoyed a sunny Thanksgiving. 
P.S. They decided not to rip the trail up after all. Yeahl 
- for now anyway. 

TRIP TO WILLIAMSON LAKE 
Paula Bttrgerjon Oct. 17, 1981 

I eased myself painfully into a chair last Sunday to write 
an essay on Plato's Republic. Unfortunately my mind has not been 
blessed with such floundering depths and my shallow thoughts 
turned to simpl jer pleasures; the hike of the day before (Oct. 1 7 ) . 
I decided to write an article for the V . O . C . Journal, an influen
tial publication I'm sure Plato would have approved of. The 
world of philosophy will someday thank me for declining to 
burden it with my interpretation of the R e p u b l i c . The V . O . C . 
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will probably evoke my membership, much to the detriment of all 
the unwritten trip articles which would then suffer to be written 
without my brilliant insight. 

Who came? Well, there was the leader (I t h i n k . . . ) , the guy 
with long hair, the guy with the beard, the english guy, the two 
skinny and constantly eating brothers, the french girl, the two 
french guys who both responded when you said "Francois", the 
quiet guy and the guy from Ontario. O h . . . you mean their names? 
I'll tell you against my better judgment, because I probably just 
offended some of them. Anyway... here's proof that at least part 
of my brain w o r k s : Dan (the leader...of c o u r s e ! ) , Randy, A l a n , 
Tony, Grant, Steve, Suzie (not Susie, Suzy or Susy), les deux 
Francois), Len and Chris. Most of them exemplified the philosophy 
of life that mountains were made to effortlessly attain the 
summit there-of} they could sooner move mountains than be moved by 
them. All that I remember thinking on the way up was "A little 
physical training (ah...training) can kill y o u " . On the way 
down I envisioned what I most felt like eating for dinner. 
After the hike some of us strolled, some of us stumbled into 
Dan's favorite pub, but we must have looked somewhat less than 
a group of matur e , responsible, pill!ars of society. We cer
tainly felt like a bunch of snotty-nosed teeny tiny boppers 
when our Innocent plea for beer was met with a demand for every
one's picture I.D. No amount of charm, bequile, weaseling or 
squirmingco'uld alter fate and were destined to leave after 
one beer each. 

As I lowered my abused body into bed that night, I resolved 
to abolish hiking from my life...until next Sat. Next S u n . will 
find me mercilessly pinioned to my desk, likening "Prometheus 
Bound" touPaula Bound" as I ekft' out another essay, illiterate 
style. Let's just hope I don't get carried away again. 

Do I have to admit to writing this? 
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DIAMOND HEAD  
A hike, ski, and swim outing 

Kathy Wong October 18, 1981 
Hehl Hehl Heh! Oh how we snickered as we plotted to beat 

his Royal Ski Bum, Prince Paul the First to lead the 1st ski 
trip of the season. But first, let's start at the beginning of 
this believe it or not tale... 

Only the previous week, a group of us had 4fud<pd up the 
Diamond Head Trail to the Elfin Lakes through charming humungous 
drifts of powder snow which brazenly reflected the sun's UV rays. 
We did so much slipping and dipping that we resembled an Arthur 
Murray Beginner's Dance Class. 

To make matters worse, every 15 m i n u t e s , a nonchalent Nordic 
skier would stride by and casually remark on the wonderful wea
ther, the great snow conditions and how even a member of the UBC 
Chess Club could tell that there would be enough snow to ski on 
just by looking at the Lions' snowline. W e l l , that did it - it 
was almost like insulting the army boots of our grandmothers -
we vowed that the following week we would return to the call of 
the wild snow with our fibreglass toothpicks. 

The week sailed by with nary a cloud in the sky. Although 
it had been continously sunny, we airily thought there would still 
be enough snow to sample our skis. Thus at 7 a.m. on a sunny 
Sunday, 2 cars sneakily set forth from Vancouver (with different 
people from the previous trip) to rendezvous at that famous 
rendezvous point, Chez Dairy Queen. After making intestinal use 
of its 5-Star facilities (dining and o t h e r w i s e ) , we then began 
the first step of our harrowing mountaineering expedition (rated 
at least Ao) - sitting through the car ride along the rocky, potty 
road to the parking area. 

When we reached the parking a r e a , we came to an interesting 
sight - there were numerous cars but none appeared to carry a 
ski rack. No problem, we carelessly said. Perhaps all those VW 
bugs and Hondas had managed to slip their skis diagonally inside 
and around the gear shift. After observing several backpackers 
trudge up the trail sans skis, and after being stared at and 
snickered by several North Shore hikers marching past u s , we 
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decided to reconsider our position a Tittle more carefully. 
Then another car arrived with a single pair of skis on the roof-
rack. That did it'. Onward ho we rallied. 

After rambling up the distinct cowpath for 1h miles we began 
to wonder where the snow actually was as all we could see was 
the good earth. Finally we encountered 2 park rangers coming down. 
We casually remarked, "Guess all the icing powder is just a little 
ways yonder, eh?" The affirmative reply made us hasten to the ridg 
dragging our skis and poles every which way. (So much for trying 
to look lfke real, she-man type mountaineers.) 

But when we reached the ridge we were dismayed to discover 
that much of the previous week's snow had melted so we ended up 
skiing in less than ideal c o n d i t i o n s . There was much "bunnyhopping 
from snowpatch to snowpatch as we fought over every prospective 
skiable area that could allowa'skier to mulch it down''. We also 
had to-cha-cha around the ski-hungry rocks. 

When we reached the Elfin takes we each took; off in search 
of more snow or to relax by the water and catch the "MTA" (maximum 
tanning angle) rays so that we could at least have something to 
show our fellow classmates the next day. 

Anita became enticed with the clear water and e n t h u s i a s 
tically announced that she w a n t e d to go for a swim. Since sound 
moves quickly over the water, immediately every male within the 
group nonchalantly rushed to where she was sitting. Only in 
"super natural' B . C . could one go hiking, skiing (sort of) 
and swimming in one day. Commanding our sphincter muscles 
to do an isometric contraction for 10 or 20 rn'tns, we rushed 
into the arctic water yelling cowabunga whatever surfers yell 
when their internal and external body temperatures clash. It 
was interesting to observe how the amount of inhibition, modes of 
swimsuit and methods of getting wet differei among us. 

Anita and Kathy displayed shocking indecency and w a d e d in 
their T-shtrts and their rainpants (yes, r a i n p a n t s ) . Peter, 
mistaking the Elfin lakes for Wreck Beach, struck an Adonis pose 
and dove in in his Moulin Rouge ensemble. Dave and Simon, not 
wanting to tarnish the traditional VOC gentlemen image, plowed 
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V . O . C . KEG NIGHT 
Heather Graham October 21, 1981 '• 

This is not a lengthy, detailed report being as the events 
of the evening could not be recalled in d e t a i l . Only 13 members 
were able to have their rubber arms twisted into the gruelling 
task of treking down to the Keg Prime.- Rib to eat, drink, and 
be merry. The trip demanded one to tax his/her s t r e n g t h , endu
rance, power, intelligence, and c a p a c i t i e s . Excuses from other 
members ranged from being a poor student (..just bought $150.00 
worth of climbing gear) to being in the middle of midterms (...and 
still trying to. catch up on work missed due to earlier V . O . C . t r i p s ) . 
The classic excuse for being unable to a t t e n d , t h o u g h , was given 
by Carlin Miroslaw, who insisted that she had to be at a "family 
photo" session for family portraits. She w a s , however, able to 
catch up to us later and enjoyed herself at the bar. (The salad 
bar that is.) 

Upon arrival, we discovered one of the members (Pat Maclachan) 
was already waiting there. There was some question as to how long 
he had possibly been waiting, as he umbled something about 
needing plenty of 'body fluids' for the 'big feast' a h e a d . The 
rest of the party arrived shortly afterwards and joined in on the 

into the water in their respective Fruit-of-the-1oom and Stan-
field's numbers. (Now that students are more conservative, is 
white the only colour one can w e a r ? ) . Bill played the tourist 
and took several photos to send to Field and Stream M a g a z i n e . 

As we hiked down the-ffnal switchback we saw that all of 
Squamish was enveloped in a muted gray cloud cover. We paused 
and reflected that although the skiing had been embarrassingly 
m i n i m a l , it had been a fine and enjoyable trip. 
Partici pants : 
Dennis Haller Tony Webb 
Kathy Wong Anita Miettunen 
Peter Celliers Bill Anslow 
Vivian Freund Jennifer Smith 
Simon Patey Dave Wong 
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'conditioning exercise'. Coitments on how sporting everyone looked were 

exchanged and what fine shape some of the party members were already in. 
When our party was ready to challenge what lay ahead, we called over 

one of the KEG sherpas to transport our glasses to the awaiting table. We 
struck out north, stumbled up a few stairs and altered our direction to the 
west. After following an inter-connecting system of ledges, couloirs and 
ridges, we climbed until we reached a level platform and found the site of 
our next challenge. It was an impressive long table around which we con
veniently arranged ourselves to begin the difficult task of choosing which 
route to take to complete our trip. Personalities emerged as some people 
favoured the "go for the Gusto" route of a large prime rib with all the con
diments while others chose a more technically demanding although less chal
lenging seafood route. 

Still concerned about 'body fluids', we had the sherpas bring us a sel
ection of the 'vineyards finest' to help us out. In the meantime our leader 
(Prez. Brucie Blaekwell) was failing miserably due to poor health, and was 
surpassed by our strong co-leader (Vice-Prez. Sharon Priest), who did so in 
fine style by shooting 5 oz. of tequilla. Our weather man, Brian Pratt, kept 
commenting on how things looked pretty foggy, but that may have been due to 
the 'silver clourfsr he was ordering. 

The meals arrived and we ate heartily. Most people finished in fine 
time and some even took on the challenge of dessert, if there ever was one. 

After resting for a brief moment, plans got underway for the next part 
of the journey as it required a great deal of endurance. Rides were arranged 
and good fortune was with us as we made our way over to Kitsilano. The fresh 
air and the change of pace brought a renewed surge of energy to the group as 
we rocked to the beat of David Raven and the Escorts. As the night wore on, 
some of the members parted, leaving only the hard core rockers to close the 
place down. Although certain individuals were not seen in-the following few 
days, they did manage to recover and agreed to another similar trek in the 
spring. 
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CLOUDBURST MOUNTAIN 
Alan Dibb November 28 - 29, 1981 

A planned ski ascent of Mt. Callaghan was thwarted by a logging road 
washout. We decided on Mt. Jimmy Jimmy instead, but the Ashler Creek road 
was barricaded by an apparently indestructible gate. An alternative route 
into the same area was totally impassible. In fact, although the Weldwood 
Company's guide to visitors for "Tree Farm licence #38"shows a couple of 
hundred miles of roads either being closed, impassible, barricaded, or 
forbidden. Luckily, one of the forbidden roads was not barricaded and by 
noon we were parked in the snow at about 2500' on the SW slopes of Cloud
burst Mountain. 

A walk of a mile or two along the road brought us near some kind of 
microwave station or lookout tower. From here we went straight up an open 
slope, left past a cliff band, and up to the right of a prominent rockslide 
that was visible from the valley bottom. We started skiing at about 3500'. 
This being a"Baldwin trip",.we were required to sidestep up steep ice, flounder 
in large holes, climb trees, etc., and so George's $20.00 skis, specially 
designed for use on golf courses, were given a suitable introduction to the 
Coast Range. 

We camped at about 4500' and soon the expected snowfall began. It was 
still socked in and snowing when we woke up (8:00 AM) but by the time John, 
who had commenced eating within seconds of regaining consciousness,had fi
nished his breakfast... 
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(10:00 AM) the snow had stopped and the sun had a p p e a r e d . 
In an hour or two we were on the summit (6100'), which 

was capped with a striking snow-plastered 60' high c a i r n . Sunny 
skis prevailed and we were occasionally permitted to see across 
to Garibaldi and beyond. The 6 - 8" of first snow made for an 
incredible descent and before we knew it we had s k i d below the 
level of our campsite on one continuous run of open slopes and 
gullies. The battle against impending darkness then began in 
earnest and we hurried back up to camp and started d o w n . 

As darkness fell, John and I were nearing the r o a d , skiing 
on a thin layer of snow amongst great clumps of Devils C l u b , 
terrain where one fall would have meant instant torture. George 
m e a n w h i l e , who had at one point been a fair distance behind 
u s , had started to walk and quickly overtook us, ignoring our 
stern commands to put his skis back o n . "This is a ski trip-, 
not a hiking trip!" I shouted as he disappeared below u s . 
Soon we were all walking and reached the car just as the 
precipitation started a g a i n . 

We were back down at the entrance to T.F.I. #38 by shortly 
after 6:00 PM, only to discover another locked gate a n d o u r 
selves on the wrong side of i t . They'd l o c k e d û s i n ! The care
taker of the compound had gone away for the evening and his 
residence was being guarded by Fang the Doberman and Fluff the 
cat. The three of us then embarked on a mission which re
quired the utmost in daring a n d commitment: while George 
tried to get in the back door fto find keys or irse a phone) 
Joluv petted and otherwise distracted the doberman while I d i d 
likewise with the c a t . The mission ended in failure when George 
discovered the door was l o c k e d . 

A hundred schemes to bust through the gate passed through 
our minds (the compound was filled with heavy equipment, d y n a 
m i t e , etc.) but soon we were resigned to our fate of waiting 
until the caretaker r e t u r n e d . Thankfully no bars are open in 
Squamish on Sunday and the caretaker arrived at about 10:30 P.M. 
He couldn't imagine why, when it gets dark at five, anyone would 
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need to drive the road after six. Obviously, he wasn't a VOC 
alumnu s. 
Partici pants: 
John Baldwin 
Alan Dibb 
George Fulton 

GLACIER SCHOOL 
Duncan Loutit Late October 

I have acquired an intense personal dislike for the trail 
to the Coleman Glacier on M t . Baker. Not that it is particu
larly steep or difficult. It's just that it always seems to appear 
beneath my feet on those mornings which, due to circumstances 
beyond my control (well...almost), should have been spent 
searching for the perfect hangover cure. 

On this particular Saturday, I suddenly awoke to find myself 
about a mile up the trail. My first impression was that I had 
just been beamed down from the Enterprise and that it was just a 
bad joke or a clerical error. When they failed to beam me back 
up after another half mile, I began to realize that this was not, 
in fact, what had happened. It was worse, much w o r s e . I had 
somehow volunteered to lead a glacier school. At the time I had 
probably counted on it being cancelled due to any of the common 
problems (weather, lack of transportation, ;pla^uS, alien in
vasion, e t c . ) . No such luck. Here we all were, somehow having 
solved the few minor problems which had cropped up (missing 
crampons, cars, people, etc.) 

I could tell this would be a really nifty time. Somebody 
was carrying a duffel bag rather than a pack, and certain others 
w h o shall remain anonymous, were having at least as much 
trouble with locomotion as I was, despite the fact that, they 
claimed, they had behaved themselves the previous evening. As 
my health did not seem to be improving very rapidly, J kindly 
volunteered to bring up the rear, "just to make sure nobody got 
left behind". This was actually a ploy to keep my students 
from seeing that their lives were in great danger, and throwing 
me into the first available crevasse in a fit of self-preser
vation . 
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We finally reached the Kiilshan Cabin, and after the usual 

scr&takle for bunks, had a quick lunch and headed for the glacier. 
The first lesson of the day was self-arrests. The fact that 
the glacier was almost completely barren of snow resulted in my 
initial demonstration being admittedly, somewhat less than perfect, 
but the attempts by everyone else were even more amusing. 
Technique ranged from the famous "flying buttocks arrest" and 
"nose plant" to the lesser known manoeuvres, such as the 
"scream and scrape" and the "slow to oblivion". The fact that 
the weather was .absolutely perfect almost compensated for our 
difficulties, even allowing some excellent late-season power 
tanning. 

Unfortunately our lazy afternoon in the sun was disturbed by 
some jerk further down on the glacier who was jumping up and 
down, waving his arms wildly and shouting something unintelli
gible. John and I went down to give him a piece of our m i n d s , 
and found that he was actually calling for help (this possi
bility had occurred to us p r e v i o u s l y ) . It turned out that a 
group from the Seattle Mountaineers had had one of their mem
bers fall and break his ankle while ice climbing. After 
splinting this aitkle, we loaded him into a s-tretcher and carried 
him off the glacier. 

I returned to where the rest of our group was patiently 
waiting and helped them off the glacier. On the way down we met 
up with the stretcher bearers and helped them d o w n . The mile or 
so back to the cabin was a miserable grunt an a-muddy and dan
gerously narrow trail. Not until later did we find out that the 
victim weighed 195 pounds. If we knew that before we would have 
just rolled the bugger into a crevasse and forgotten about him. 
We reached the cabin in the dark, and Bell Ingham Mountain Rescue 
arrived about an hour later and carried him down. 

We spent the rest of the evening drinking cheap B. C. wine 
and discussing the days events. 

The next day, Pat wasn't feeling too well (he was actually 
coming down with mono) so he and Heidi s'tayed in the c a b i n . The 
rest of us returned to the glacier, where I demonstrated bolTard 
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cutting and then, sadistically, made everybody cut one in solid 
ice as. a warm-up. 

Crevasse rescue and prussiking (dangle and thrash method) 
were next lessons. Hy attempt to demonstrate a boot-axe belay 
was an all-time, hall-of-fame goon move. The axe, of course, 
would not penetrate the exposed solid ice of the glacier, so I 
searched for a spot where there might be a bit of deeper snow. 
I found the "perfect spot" and set up a belay. Unfortunately 
this particular place proved to be not so perfect. I was 

' soon explaining to a bemused audience that being up to your 
crotch in a water filled crevasse was not part of the correct 
technique. 

The crevasse was very small and had been covered with a 
layer of slush and ice. The axe disappeared into the twilight 
zone at the bottom of the crevasse, never to be seen a g a i n . 

Shivering, sloshing and cursing, I led the group back to 
the cabin and down to the parking Tot. The traditional" stop at 
GrahanflsBar and Grill was enlivened by a visit from a lecherous 
robot (apparently Artoo Deetoo's brain-damaged younger brother) 
and b y my giving myself a beer shampoo with an exploding quart 
can o f Foster's Lager. 
Partici pants: 
Duncan Loutit, Leader Darlene Anderson 
John Amor Barbara Bradbury 
Heidi Guest Laura" Johnson 
Wietske Eikelenboom Vince Hanameyer 
Pat Cummins 

TRIP TO HT. BRUNSWICK 
Paula Burgerjon Nov. 1 5 , 1981 

I was half out of my mind (which makes for total madness in 
my case) with the pain of thawing hands when I threatened Anders 
that I'd write this article. He was completely absorbed with maki 
tea in the pouring rain at the time, a totally sane endeavour, if 
ever there was one. 

Hajor operations such as finding the trail and Paul Phillips 
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getting his hiking boots on successfully executed, we left the 
cars in curiously dry weather. It was onwards and upwards for the 
duration of the hike to the top, the very last thing I had in 
mind when I contemplated climbing a mountain. The peak rewarded 
us with abundant wind and snow, ideal conditions for lunch, if 
lunch could have been had within the half second of leisurely 
loitering we allowed o u r s e l v e s . On the way down I took up the 
popular refrain of "my hands are cold" with extraordinary zeal. 
No one could understand why I didn't have decent m i t t s . Neither 
could I. To commemorate the widespread usurpation of snowflakes 
by raindrops, Anders stopped and made a spot of tea. Oddly 
enough, we were down before dark...which goes to show some
thing, but I have no idea w h a t . 

The lucky thirteen hikers were Alan Dibb, Alisa Kage, Bruce 
Cowper, Francois Welt, Olivier Horeau, Christian, John Pringle, 
Anders Ourom (tea-maker and t r i p - l e a d e r ) , Gail Faulkner, Paul 
Phillips, Lisa Taylor, Steve Grant and Paula Burgerjon (the unknown 
author of this a r t i c l e ) . 
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WINTER '81-'82 

AFGHAN REBELS AT ASSINIBOINE 
Jay Page Christmas 1981 - r 8 2 

Tass (Moscow) - The following dispatch was seized from cap
tured Afghan Rebels in a Bourgeois parking lot, proving VOC 
Imperialist complicity...."After a seemingly interminable period 
of shuffling and feet stamping we unloaded at Sunshine Village 
from the Gondola. -20 degrees C , 10:30 A . M . , ready for an Alpine 
Start." 

Citadel Pass slowly approached despite heavy p a c k s , small 
trickles,of sweat, and "why don't my thumbs warm up?" Nice track 
though,...wait a minute; why are they going over there? - stupid 
fools, they'll die for sure! 

The pass greeted us with two feet of hoar frost lying head 
first in the ground. Police Bog Meadows b a r k e d in the distance 
and scattered the troops. We regrouped in an open shed and spent 
the dark coaxing warpath from the frigid n i g h t . 

The next morning the valley of the rocks smiled as o u r equip
ment creaked under the strain, P-tex cried, and sparks flew from 
metal edges. Frozen climbers leaning out from the slope at 45 
degrees t e s t i f i e d to the hardship. Then a cry went o u t , "every 
man for himself," and the pace quickened. People in w h i t e zoot 
suits popped o u t of box canyons where they had been lost for days. 
Chris Kubinsky a p p e a r e d , havfng left behind his party to die. A 
talk of horrible suffering unfolded that night as the stragglers 
crawTed in. 

The next three days were spent skiing and battling the 
helicopter people. Calgarians with more dollars than sense were 
flying in tons of supplies, K|q*S*ist international with heTi-
co-pters trr row echelon. There was only one s o l u t i o n to tffis 
problem--attack i After threats to bring in the blue-suits we 
retreated; but not before all were sternly lectured and the heli
copter grounded with snowballs. We adopted the role o f Afghan 
rebels, sneaking off into the mountains after raiding the enemy. 
Forays were made to several small peaks in search of powder. 
The nub was climbed via a ridge which threatened to over expose 
on us, and a monument was constructed to our perilous position 
on top. 
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*General Paton surveying the battle field. 
Partici pants: 
Steve Grant (I) Robin Tivy 
Jay Page Jim Tivy 
Jacques Bilinski Jon 

KOKANEE CHRISTMAS TRIP 1 981 - ' 82 
Pat Haberl 

The group (avoiding all cliches) "another round here please" 
first met in a bar in Nelson. Although time was relatively shorrt, 
we managed to squeeze in a few frosties while watching the Canucks 
lose yet another game to inferior competition in the dying seconds. 
As much as I enjoy watching the Canucks lose, I did manage to 
size up the group as we kicked back a couple of drafts. 

Knowing that the only exercise 1 had had for some time was 
the right arm lift (beer to mouth - back to t a b l e ) , I was quite 
paranoid about being left in the dust by some of my more 
fit counterparts. 

The last day trip took us to Cave Mt. with a big moon walk 
to the top; followed by a circumcision of the mountain via Og 
and Assiniboine peaks. Robin without his foresight was almost 
lost in the avalanche. Steve defended the group against a rock 
lurking in the hoar frost, breaking the tip of his "Mountain 
High" in the fight. New Year's was marked under the red glow of 
the Dog star Sirius, thereby astonishing the flatlanders. 
(Flares will be probably be included in the trendy package 
deals next y e a r ) . 

New Year's Day broke like an egg on the horizon as a big 
yellow sun found us skiing back to Sunshine. Mid-day was decided 
to "go for it" (with 4 hours of daylight, and 60% of the effort 
yet to c o m e ) . The Citadel was slowly passed in low gear and we 
finished our 23 mile flog in the dark. Not recommended. This 
was enlivened by our Mckenzie Brothers style raid down on Sun
shine Village, which ignored us. A Kamakaze discent on the ski 
out to the Bourgeois parking lot provided a suitable finale. 

Eight and a half hours from Assiniboine to the parking lot 
left the team physical wrecks, mentally exhausted, and d e h y d r a t e d . 

"Christ Art, I froze my hand" and "God knowsl love i t . * 



3. Mt . Assiniboine by Jay Page 
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To begin with there was Bruce Black-well, our illustrious 
President, whom I know had indulged in various forms of keep fit 
activity ("just ask a few of the female V O C ' e r s ) . On the other 
hand, he had also knocked back his share of browns in the previous 
months as well as spent many many hours in his basement with his 
head buried in the books, so he was, hopefully, not too much of 
a threat. The same went for Anders Ourom, rock-climber extra-
ordinance who appeared from the outset ready to burn any spare 
energy that he may have had thinking of shots to take at Bruce. 
The rivalry was intense, but nonetheless entertaining. My 
brother Jim came along and although a strong guy, both mentally 
and physically, he had a bum knee so he was no problem. Angus 
Campbell, a buddy of mine that I know quite well, is so laid back 
that even if he had the energy., he wouldn't bother wasting using 
it trying to ski abnormally hard or fast. Terry Chow, I had met 
a few times and although probably in good shape, he and Heather 
Graham seemed to be into conserving energy for other u s e s . Those 
two then would probably present no major problems, especially 
near the end of the trip when the late nights would catch up 
with them. 

At first stocky Bill Lipsitt looked like he might present 
me with a major sweating and overworked heart problem, but when 
he took off his toque, I immediately realized that the guy was 
over the hill. Little did I know...(wait up Bill!!) 

Scanning the rest of the faces, Dan (the BARON.!), Gail 
Faulkner and Brian Waddington (our token e n g i n e e r ) , I decided 
that even if they took off and left me in the d u s t , that I 
could hopefully keep up with the rest of the j o k e r s . I looked 
up just in time to see Brodeur let in a goal in the dying seconds. 

After convincing our cars to climb the horrendous hills to 
Fred Thiessen's house, we finally hit the sack- a n d all had a 
fine sleep (many thanks to our h o s t ) . Breakfast was had eariy 
n-ext morn at the local Tastee Freeze and then ft w a s off to the 
heli-pad. 

The plan was to helicopter into Silver Spray c a b i n with all 
of our gear . This was done to avoid having to ski in the 
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phenomenal amounts of food that we had for the £ days we were 
to be at the cabin. 

My first helicopter ride was short and fun but rather anti-
climactic as when we flew away the wind generated managed to find 
it's way into every crevasse of my clothing. A rather cold wel
come . 

It's a fine c a b i n , divided into three sections. First is the 
entrance area, where wood is stored and snow is shaken off. This 
area is covered but secluded from the rest of the heated cabin. 
Secondly there is the kitchen area with wood stove, table, bench, 
clothslines and room for 2 to sleep on the floor. Finally, there 
is the sleeping area with 4 bunks for 8 sleeping spots and room 
for a couple on the floor. So as long as we were organized, 
there was room for all, and in general, things worked out quite 
wel 1 . 

It wasn't long before everyone was at least partially 
settled in and ready to don the boards for a short test run. 
I was soon to find out that if my physical shape wasn't going 
to be a problem, my lack of technique certainly w a s . 

We left the cabin and headed up towards a col nestled 
between two of the peaks looming quite close. The snow was 
hard and wind packed in some places, while light powder drifts 
dominated others. It seemed the valley just above the cabin 
was subject to a fair amount of wind and we hoped that things 
would be a bit more consistent on the col. 

Our hopes were not unfounded as the small bowl shaped 
valley over the col was deep with untouched powder, soon to be 
quiltlessly trampled as we set off down the slopes.in telemark 
position. The snow was not as abundant nor as light as the snow 
I had been skiing at Diamond Head the week before and I found 
myself struggling to hold my balance. I was just getting up after 
stopping to closely examine the snow crystal type (that was 
how conveniently glued to my eyelids) when, all of the sudden, 
I saw Anders and Brian pass me by, cranking p a r a l l e l s on m o u n t 
aineering skiis. I vowed to get even,(or at least b e t t e r ) . 

We spent the next few days scounting. out the area, burning 
out fantastic slopes, skiing long days and passing out at night-, 
it was quite a life. By the end, everyone in the group was skiing 
100% better and the slopes that in the beginning seemed too steep 
to consider, were now just steep enough to make them interesting 
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We had runs with vertical drops of over 2000', with the snow 
improving the lower down one got. It wasn't all peaches and 
cream however and my rock tarnished Kastle's are evidence of 
t h a t . Hidden boulders took their toll, but that's the breaks. 

Life in the cabin was great. The group got along w e l l , 
save for a few moments, and I'm sure even Anders enjoyed 
the expensive and plentiful foods we indulged in. S p a g h e t t i , 
Chili and on N.Y. eve-Turkey - (a whole roast!) Bloat a c t i o n ! 
We managed to roll ourselves to bed early every n i g h t , crack 
a few jokes and then pass out. 

The weather was not quite the T-shirt weather Bruce had 
promised, but was certainly adequate for sk iing, and never 
once was it reason to stay indoors. (Not that we c o u l d n ' t have 
used the break). 

Then there were the injuries: Jim's knee held him to 
skiiing just 3 days (as he wanted it strong for his upcoming 
3 months Great Divide Ski T r i p ) , and Gail had ankle p r o b l e m s , 
which involved a few days rest, but all in all nothing too 
serious. This was fortunate because it turned out to be quite 
a ski o u t . 

Not that it wasn't enjoyable; quite the contrary actually. 
The ski cut toward Nelson started down some excellent slopes 
to a steep switchBacking logging road but then flattened out 
into a slog of sorts, quite e n j o y a b l e but by this time I was 
spoiled by steep powder bowls and wasn't used to this menial 
labour. Right near the end of the trail where the snow was 
scarce, I managed to wipe out a n d , although I felt like I was 
going to die, all I actually lost was my cool. Unfortunately 
Bruce was there and took the brunt of the verbal a t t a c k . Nothing 
serious however and we all managed to make it out alive and 
well whence we headed to Ainsworth for use of their hotspring. 

I have to say something about this hotspring because it's 
just incredible. All trip Bruce had been telling us how great 
a hotspring this was and when I got there I was highly disappointed. 
At first appearance all it seemed to be was a half heated decrepit 
pool, but following Bruce, I then entered the " c a v e s " . Now this 
was a hotspring! These "caves" were actually a system of tunnels 
that had been flooded by hotspring water, large c a l c i u m deposits on 
the walls and ceiling made it an amazing place. I must admit 
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however, that seeing girls in bathing suits after being secluded 
for so long certainly helped to make the place "amazing". It's 
worth checking out if one is ever out that way. 

After a fine hotspring and shower, it was off to Nelson 
to have a pizza before going home. We sat there for a while 
talking over the trip, and deciding that it was a fine one at 
that. I can remember it starting in Nelson .... "Waitress! 
another round here place". 

EIGHTEEN STICKS AT McGILLIVRAY PASS 
Susie Gareau Dec 26 - Jan 3 

I know a valley you can't reach by car. You could probably 
fly, go by snowmobile or dog sled, but hiking or skiing are by 
far the best means of transport to this magical valley. It's 
a land of mountains, streams, trees a n d , at a certain time of 
year, snow. Bright, white, silent...Fantastic panoramas, 
a heaven for the photographer, a challenge for the "sportif", 
an escape from the city. 

A trail brings you there and the cabins are waiting, log 
cabins. This one is quite large and so low, buried under the 
snow. Two stoves, ten bunks, a table and a sink. Not much 
luxury compared to a Vancouver apartment but then at 5500 feet . . . 
Where are the cans?! So far! So cold! Brrr... 

The stoves are now going full blast, releasing capious 
quantities of smoke and warmth into the cabin. The light is 
on and we catch sight of the stage set for this story - nine 
days and nine people. 

These adventurers had left Vancouver early on the day 
after Christmas and had spent their first night together at 
the Bralorne Hilton. This is a quaint little abode where, 
for the meager sum of $72. per night, you can enjoy the 
luxury of mildewed foam on hardwood floors. Bralorne, capital 
of the Great White North; land of watery beer, shuffle board 
and pool hustlers. Back to the Hilton (!) and 4000 lbs of 
food to be divided up. 

The group is on the trail at the stroke of 9:30. Kilometer 
after Kilometer of snow pass urderthe skis. There it is! The 
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cabin! another 400 meters?! Log cabin, so low! It's getting 
1 ower every year. . . 

The leader, Hark, is now sweeping the floor, his favorite 
evening activity. In the daytime he enjoys defrosting his 
s p e c t a c l e s . Hark is the undisputed Monopoly King of 
McGi11ivary; title that he fiercely fought with Al to achieve. 
Al is a regular at McGillivary. He's now putting together 
his Rubikscube for the 17th time. That contraption on his 
head is (1) machine of Japanese manufacture which injects 
music directly to the brain. When the sun returns he will 
once again lead his telemark school class into many new adventures... 
if he finally gets up. He's always the last one up in the morning. 
This is unlike John, the troll, our morning alarm c l o c k . John is 
now cleaning up on his latest round of hearts. If somebody wins, 
somebody must lose. Here we're talking about Jennifer, who wouldn't 
mind losing if only John wasn't winning. When not playing table 
games or practicing the ancient Nordik telemark ritual she enjoys 
taking slides of icy streams. John and Jennier really get along 
well together... If you want to know more about their fights, read 
the cabin's jbunal or ask LeLuc to read it for y o u . He's a 
specialist at it. But when the morning comes he exchanges the 
journal for Jack Rabbit Brown which will take him on many exciting, 
fast ski runs. Le Luc is one of the two great adventurers who tried 
to bag White Cap. The other musketeer is M i c h a e l . He's now busy 
reading the saga of Dan McGraw. 

I bet that if Tony, tka great trailblazer, hadn't dropped his 
c o m r a d e s , they would have made it. Unfortunately, he chose the 
warmth of the cabin and hi's now sitting comfortably, contemplating 
life. And Delwyn who, with her nose in the food box, is discussing 
(abne!) the finest details of group food organization and distribution. 
Nevertheless, she forgets all about food when she's skiing and 
successfully practicing telemarks. She's really making nice tracks 
that Susie is going to destroy a few seconds a f t e r w a r d s . Susie is 
now enchanting the whole crew with the sound of her flute. 

These nine Robinson Crusoe's isolated in this valley at 5500 
feet, surrounded by m o u n t a i n s , trees and snow, armed only with 
their sticks{cross-country s k i s ) , PIEPS and courage (not forgetting 
their 4000 pounds of food) defied the elements and b a g g e d Royal 
Peak 7600') the telegraph R i d g e ; 7 0 0 0 ' ) , McGillivary Peak (8500') 
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Participants: 
Tony Webb Delwyn Smith 
John Pringle Michael Robinson(The Hollywood 
Mark Barley(The Cambridge Clan) Aspirants) 
Susie Gareau Jennifer Robinson 
et Luc Potvin(The French Connection ) A 1 K ™ t s o n ( T h e Midni ght _Madness 

discovered the beauty of McGillivary. 

MOUNT EDITH CAVELL 
Susan Hollenberg Dec 27 - Jan 3 

Those that could hoisted their packs onto their bodies, while 
others merely staggered downtown to congregate at the bus station, 
ready to embark on a Christmas-time expedition. Loaded internally 
with turkey dinners, Christmas cake and the like, we wondered where 
all that other external baggage had come from (and even more amazingly 
fitted into our packs). Well, we had thirteen hours to gloomily 
contemplate the ski in, build up internal heat stores, and sleep, if 
possible. Members lucky enough not to sit beside burly seat hogs, 
all-night talkers or prim little old ladies, tried all 101 permutations 
on getting comfortable in bus seats, proving it to be an impossible 
task. 

The shock of disembarking in the frigid air at Jasper rapidly 
chased the sleep out of those who had not anyway. When one's hands . 
started to freeze to the packs being unloaded, and the hair inside 
one's nostrils 'seized up'-, we knew it was time to put hats and 

and innumerable unknown peaks. They've all discovered the virtues 
of Jack Rabbit brown and Swix Silver waxes. They've feared avalan
ches and for nine days survived the smoke produced by the stove. 

On the splended third day of January 1982, they woke up with 
the sun and unhappily prepared themselves for the return to civili
zation. They skied out and reached first signs of modern technology, 
automobiles. They drove back to Vancouver, through Bralorne, 
which reminded them of their first night together and the hotel 
where they drunk their last beers. After that, the group was 
ready to confront Vancouver and it's rain. 

All take back pictures, souvenirs and, hopefully, new friends 
and a taste for adventure. 
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gloves o n . All huffed and shuffled across the parking lost, braving 
28 degrees C below temperatures in order to reach heated bus station 
salvation. Each secretly wondered how he/she was going to survive 
a day, let alone a week. This fear became even more gripping, 
w h e n , after a 20 m i n . ride out to the base of Edith Cavell, we 
were deposited and left to struggle with o v e r b o o t s , balaclavas 
and packs that fitted so well and looked so fashionable at home, 
but were impossible to coordinate without the use of mitt-enclosed 
digits! By this time, we had met up with Catherine and Darryl, 
and our party of twelve poised their quadriceps (if they were 
still able) for the ascent. 

Luckily, this was neither too steep nor too long to claim 
any casualties along the way. The complaints of maimed bodies 
were bravely subdued until we reached the longest last kilometre 
in the world. The rather grey day prevented viewpoint stops, 
but the rugged gradeur of the surrounding peaks soon became obvious 
to the coast-mountainized natives among u s . Aching shoulders, 
tired bodies and 4.5 hours later, we arrived at our luxurious Youth 
Hostel accommodations. Why there were even separate boy's and girl's 
d o r m i t o r i e s , an additional chef's c a b i n , and - a real Sear's 
catalogue in the Privy. W e l l , for the sake of heat conservation, we 
broke the rules, and instigated a V . O . C . dormitory where all 
twelve of us managed to c r a m into twelve spring bunk beds. The 
rest of the day was spent warming t o e s , w h i c h , not ironically, 
were colder inside than when we were outside m o v f n g . 

Acutally, we prepared to receive our single vegetable allot
m e n t , destined to last all week, and took turns at perfecting the 
technique of meTting snow. Potential Julia Children in the group 
succeeded in producing water two hours later, while the rest of 
us had to suffer with a delicious stir fried i n v e n t i o n . Our energy 
debt repayed, we proceeded to test the the possibilities of the cook 
cabin floor as a skating rink, and wonder why the hungry stove put 
out heat to the selfish radius of 1m. We retired early, because 
we thought we'd forgotten what sleep w a s , to the first of a series 
of installments of Simon's jokes. 

Ten hours later, at the ungodly hour of 7 A . M . , Pierre, having 
returned from his 4 A.M. jocr, roused all with cries of "Northern 
Lights". This ruse succeeded in drawing an admiring c r o w d , who 
observed the eerie greenish glow excitedly, suddenly remembered 
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how cold It was, and rapidly retreated to the warmth of sleeping 
bags. Later, they were thankful to those who had slaved over the 
snow pots for two hours to produce one minute oatmeal for nourishment. 

Soon bundled up and raring to go, hardly daring to glance at 
the al 1-too-honest thermometer, we headed up to the Angel Glacier/ 
Cavell Meadows area. Little did we know that this was to be a 
traditional V . O . C . bushwhack. Oh well, it proved to be good 
breaking in for mind, body and skis. Although the sun never reached 
the dips between peaks, we obtained magnificent views of the massive 
bluish Angel Glacier and the sheer face of Cavell peak. Unfortunately, 
due to a mistaken turn, we had to pay more attention to stepping 
over logs and avoiding trees than to the scenery. When at last 
we arrived at the m e a d o w s , Pierre proceeded to give us telemark 
lesson number one. His graceful arc down the hill was marred only 
by the large pit interruptions, due to deep, dry, heavy snow. We 
decided to look and act foolish for a while, after which time there 
were no more positions to fall in, and we were beginning to feel 
as cold as the Angel herself. The real trail proved to be a nice, 
rapid ski d o w n . I deigned to mention ...er...lack of snow. I 
knew we should have stayed in Blue River! The nice thing was that 
almost any wax combination w o r k e d . Personally, I preferred "Bush
whacking Black". 

Coincidental1y, we arrived back in the nick of time for facing 
the arduous task of preparing dinner. The group effort - no, we 
didn't need all those hands, but they stayed for. some strange 
reason and stood around the stove - produced a "Tuna Helperish" 
concoction. We found that Darryl had abandoned up, apparently 
disgusted at the snowless skiing prospects, Denise had decided 
that her heavy cold was to preclude outdoor frolic and had 
guarded fort and tended fire during the day, so she was the 
liveliest member that evening. We soon decided that the best method 
for washing dishes was to hold foot-stomping, belt-it-out 'jam' 
sessions, and dishes were passed from hand to hand to the strains 
of "The Chicken Song/Rufus Ruftus Brown". We sampled more of these 
vocal delights that evening, entertained by 'Diamond Head and the 
Snow People', hurriedly formed just the week before. David, their 
lead, proved...wel1...1oud! Thank goodness we had Rosalyn and Simon 
to keep tune, provide us with the-lyrics, and, when all else failed, 
to listen to! 
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The next day we were determined to make an early start to 
head up to Verdant Pass between Edith Cavell and Chevron Mountains. 
Another magnificent bushwhack! This time it was due to...er... 
insufficient white stuff, because we had successfully orienteered 
to the marked trail. The skiing became more reasonable as we con
quered the steep sections and views of peaks rose around us. The 
time and temperature prevented us from actually continuing onto 
the Pass, but we instigated another daily t r a d i t i o n , - the exclu
sive Gorp lunch. Due to David and Cathy's conscientious calcu
lations, we were supposed to plow our way through two cups each 
a day. W e l l , if Kathy hadn't hi-graded all the M & M's it might have 
been edible. For the next few days, this concoction provided 
lunch and snacks, as its contents rapidly dwindled to the inevi
table sunflower seeds. 

For dinner that night, Catherine Kerr amazed us with her 
bulgar - lentil pilaf. The initial fragrant mouthfuls were deli
c i o u s , but we were soon to remember Simon's suggestion that one 
roll of T.P. would do for the entire trip if we only took three 
sheets at a time! We were initiated into Aunt Harriet's mortality 
Club and various other silly games, and Kathy was stumped for two 
hours over another childish invention. Oh w e l l , "knot" really 
works well for keeping circulation going. The nightly massage 
clinic was becoming appreciated by this time (Thanks Kathy, 
Cathy and D e n i s e ) . 

We were roused unreasonably early the next morning for a ski 
to(wards) the Tonquin Valley. The thermometer hit a balmy -
15 degrees C this day. This was appreciated as I gave up in dis
gust at my ill-fitting overboots which required excessive man
power to install in my bindings. One of the most pleasant days 
consisted of skiing four hours in one direction along the 
Astoria River valley and four hours back a g a i n . The terrain was 
virtually flat (to a Coast Mountaineer) and impressive peaks rose 
in all d i r e c t i o n s . Throne Mountain and Blackhorn Peak formed a 
naturally magnificant photo stop, especially when the sun eame o u t . 
Our fearless leader, Sean, and Pierre braved the wilds to the shores 
of the Amethyst lakes (or so they c l a i m ) . The rest of us were 
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content to reach Chrome Lake and pose for silly pictures. Anita 
spent the day wondering where everyone else was as she ended up 
alone between the parties. The Tonquin Valley is a more realistic 
destination for those who stay at the ACC cabin, about ten miles 
along the trail from the Hostel. 

Our exhausted group spent New Year's Eve propping up their 
eyelids and limbs, contented stomachs full of Pierre's finger-licking 
good turkey. We receded into ancient generations of songs and debated 
about celebrating B.C or Alberta time. However, we were fuelled 
by a carefully 'ported' and guarded bottle of Triple Sec, and when 
the fastest watch hit m i d n i g h t , we made dents in the Hostel's 
pots and pans that could be heard all down the valley we'd tried 
so hard to reach during the day. 

By popular consensus, we were allowed to sleep in the next 
morning. Host, however, were determined to conquer the single 
goal of the trip, the elusive telemark (is there any o t h e r ? ) . A 
scraggly party headed up to the Meadows, no longer endeavoring to 
mask head and intestinal complaints on the relatively easy route 
up. Well, it proved to be another day of hilarity. One had to keep 
moving, climbing and falling to stay warm, and Catherine nearly 
contracted frostbite while waiting for someone to approximate 
the classic telemark form to be recorded on film. David gets 
full points for trying, and for the unique variety of fall posi
tions he demonstrated. Pierre, we demand a reimbursement for 
your ill-fated lessons. 

Packing up the next day was ridiculously easy; just stuff 
as much as one could into the pack and hope it would do up. 
Even when the humoungous amounts of leftover food were divided 
up we had two hours to spare before thinking about skiing down. 
We had planned to catch the 2:00 pm. bus from the downhill 
slopes at Marmot Mountain, but after becoming supersatunated with 
more silly games, we decided to ski out early an\ay. Within a 
record two hours, we, plus those not deceptively heavy encumber-
ments on our backs, had reached civilization. Easy hitching in 
uncomprehensably warm vehicles brought us back to Jasper. 

Those more conscientious among us made a beeline for showers, 
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while the smarter majority concluded that their odourous condition 
would prevent other bus passengers from occupying adjucent seats, 
affording one the relative comfort of a double 'bed'. Such was not 
to be the case, however, as two absolutely packed buses departed 
Jasper station that evening. The conversations of the ride back 
were even more enthralling than those of the previous week (Bill's 
incredible talking kid, Kathy's evangelical p r e a c h e r ) , but sleep 
was more elusive. Luckily passengers were evidently offended by 
our attire and gradually disembarked in such unlikely destinations 
as Kamloops and Hope. No one could believe their tired eyes as we 
pulled into Vancouver in the wee hours of the morning, unrecognizable 
(as ourselves) under a blanket of snow. For thosftwho could still 
force their feet into boots, visions of back-door skiing danced in 
their heads. Those with more semblance of mind contemplated sleep. 
Survivors o f this tale: 
Sean (Our incredible leader) Marl yn/'t Simpl e) Simon Patey 
Rosalyn (Oh Yeah) Clark (Mama) Kathy Wong 
David (Mustache) Wong David (Mustache) Wong 
Pierre Beaudry (and his Aunt Harriet) 
Bill (Lumberjack) Anslow Denise (The Bouncing Invalid) Hart 
Anita ("Where's everyone?') Miettunen 
Catharine (Penny Whistle) Cherenkoff^Susan (Snowflake) Hbllenberg 

YOHO CHRISTMAS TRIP 
Audrey Pearson Dec. 26 

Noon, Boxing Day in the bus depot,the adventure begins. Paula, 
Joan Avis a n d I board the Greyhound with skis and poles in tow to 
Field and it's goodbye city and U B C and hello Rockies. 

In the stop in Roger's Pass, I n o t i c e a vaguely familiar 
person in co-op knickers and x-c-boots. It is Jean - Francois. Rob 
had an accident with his van in Kamloops, so he, M a u r e e n , Jean 
Francois and (most importantly?) the food were on the other bus. 
Chalk up one for Murphy's Law. Last year the Yoho expedition 
didn't even go because of washed out highways. Perhaps we're still 
being haunted a little. 
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Dec, 27 

At 3:00 am we are deposited at the gas station in Field. There 
is a mattress under an alcove and Rob crashes immediately. Joan 
and I go on a reconaisance to find the railway station Alan mentioned. 
So we leave Rob and the food at the gas station and catch a few winks 
before it was off to the trailhead. 

Since we didn't have the van, we walked the 2 miles to the 
trail along the road. At 6:00 am and in a biting wind IT WAS COLD! 
The trail is 13 km to the picnic shelter then 8.8 km more to the 
ACC cabin. 

After some pseudo-organization in the freezing cold we set off. 
It was certainly a rude shove to put the food in my pack and dis
cover how heavy it was. Are we really going to eat al 1 that > 

The first day was quite honestly awful. The skiing was a 
constant trudge up to a road. Aching shoulders (I quickly learned 
a. tight hip belt makes a real difference) combined with a frozen 
start, little sleep, cheese and gorp for breakfast (blech!) plus 
the fact that I had a real frustrating struggle to put my pack 
back on if I took it off made for a day I wouldn't care to r e p e a t . 

But if someone told me the outdoors was, always "fun", I 
wouldn't believe them. In fact I think they would be nursing some
thing. Sometimes it is simply a test of self. Today was a test 
- and I made it. No one can ever take that away. 

We got to the picnic shelter about 4:00 p.m. Joan had stayed 
but the rest of the group went for the cabin.-

We got a fire going and the prospect of hot food, sleep (albeit 
on a picnic table) and a feeling the worst was over made everything 
seem alright again. 

As we were settling down Jean Francois came back ("It is 
better to be a live lover boy than a dead hard-one"). George 
returned too, so only Alan and Rob "bagged" the cabin that n i g h t . 

Sleeping (or trying too) on picnic tables is interesting. 
They're too short! George was supposed to share my picnic table 
top but in the middle of the night he moved on to the seats. So 
much for my feminine charms. 

The Edmonton crew had arrived as well, skiing the last bit in 
the dark. 
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Dec. 2 a 
With a good breakfast, heat, sleep a n d a repacked pack, it was 

charge for the final 8.8 km. The trail after the picnic shelter is 
more uphill and switches back through the t r e e s , -physically harder 
perhaps but mentally easier; something to thaink about other than 
the m o n k e y on your back. 

Once out of the switchback the trail continues in the trees 'til 
finally around a corner tadah: the c a b i n ! and home for the next few 
days. 
Dec. 29 

Today was practice and general exploring in the gulleys 
near the cabin. Practice time for telemarking (and dodging trees 
in a hairy route down c/o our fearless l e a d e r ! ) . 
Dec. 30 

Some of us went back to the gulleys today for more practice 
while Alin Dibb led a hearty crew o n a peak bagging expedition to 
M t . Kerr. Let it be officially recorded that P. Burgerjon bagged 
her first peak! 

Sometimes t h o u g h , evenings are the best t i m e s ; the quiet dull 
feeling of working hard all day (not - the drain of school) and 
just sitting around the fire listening to Bruce play the guitar and 
singing along. Peace - as gentle as the snow falling on the g r o u n d . 
Pee. 31 

The Dibb company decided to go bag the V i c e - P r e s i d e n t . We less 
(fooT?) h a r d y souls decided- to go the pass toward M t . Kerr. In 
the morning when we aTl headed out it was clear-and we could see 
this trail of little blue bodies a s c e n d i n g up the flacfer to the 
P r e s i d e n t ' s Pass and the peak was c l e a r . 

Rapidly , however, things started to white o u t . We were above 
tree line and were starting to lose the sharp edges to things. The 
Vice-President was entirely w h i t e d out as we came down there were a 
trail of bodies heading down the gTacier. 4 of the party did 
actually bag the peak including Alan and Rob. 

We followed the Duck (from Edmonton) down who took us an 
"interesting route" through the trees and over a creek. 

Since we were a cosmopolitian group we celebrated all the New 
Years, starting with- Newfoundland and going across the time zones. 
(Some hardy sould even made it to the Yukon New Y e a r ) . The wardens 
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were in the cabin so we all went out in the snow and wished them 
Happy New Year accompanied by lots of hugs and sparklers for all 
concerned. 

At about 2:00 am some people went toboganning on the warden's 
sled. One observer said he was "mesmerized" to watch the total 
blackness except for a headlight flashing down the slope then 
Whomp! into the trees. Sarge (our crazy Japanese guy) tore 
through his knickers, 1 long underwear and gore-tex. 
(A note: there is a Serg and Sarge mentioned in 1976 Yoho trip 
write up - one and the same. 
Jan. 1 

After last nights revelleries we had an easy group ski to the 
falls. A jump was set up, which a lot of people wiped out on but 
our fearless leader landed with no problem. Some members of the troup 
tried their expertise by skiing and jumping off the roof of the lodge 
while the rest preserved them for photogenic posterity. 
Jan. 2 

Time to head o u t . It was short - too short. I.want to stay. 
There are so many little m e m o r i e s : 

- of Bruce and his guitar 
- of actually doing 1_ turns in a row in the powder! 
- of the Pine Marten (to whom I devoted a page in the log book) 
- of Rob and his evening seances (alias reading by candlelight) 
- of Alan and his kool aid and 6 kg of brown sugar 
- of Jean-Francois' song " H o o k up at the mountain, I have to 

climb, o h , yeah, to reach there" 
- of good people and good times 
- and the peace of the m o u n t a i n s . 

VOC Yoho contingent 
Alan Dibb (L) aka fearless leader 
Jean Francois Dallaire Maureen Wale 
Paula Burgerjon Audrey Pearson 
Rob Driscoll George Fulton 
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YOHO-AN EDMONTON PERSPECTIVE 
Denise Hart Dec. 25 - Jan. 2. 

Two groups went into Yoho at Christmas. ONe was a VOC group, 
the other was an Edmonton group. The Edmonton group all worked with 
trip leader Alan Dibb for Parks Jasper in the summer; that's why 
they were invited. Actually, the trip was planned in the summer 
and Alan was at U . B . C . -that's why the V . O . C . was invited! I was in 
Jasper last summer and I met them all! The following is an excerpt 
from a letter by Barb Fehlau (of Edmonton) to me, describing her 
experiences on the trip. 

"The ski trip to Yoho was great but our Edmonton group had a 
bit of trouble on the way in. We started off at m i d n i g h t here and 
drove all night to Lake Louise. The two vehicles got separated 
around Calgary and it turned out Dav and I waited at Field for 1\ hours 
waiting for the others to show - they had been waiting for us: Wow, 
what a m i x - u p . So we got started after noon - my pack weighed a t o n . 
I had Bruce wefgh it before we left and told him not to tell me until 
we got to the top and it's a good thing. Add that to the fact I skied 
15 km. the day before and you get o n e exhausted person starting on 
the t r a i l . Along with the other exhausted people in our group (the 
Duck, Jay Honeyman, Terice, Dave, Bruce)_and you have a problem. 
A l s o , we didn't eat and by the t i m e we had gone -2/3 of the way, we 
were having trouble. It took us a- long time and w e ended up skiing 
in the dark. (Thank God for headlamps) Bruce had gone on ahead to 
get help or just to get someone to come back to h e l p us twe knew-
by this w e ' d only make if to the picnic shelter the first day)_. 
Dave a n d H went ahead of Jay, the Duck, and T e r i c e . We were so 
exhausted we c o i L l d ski maximum 50 nu before stopping for breaks. 
Our packs were so heavy we didn't take them off for fear of not 
being able to get them back o n . So there were Dave and I wondering 
why T e r i c e , the Duck, and Jay hadn't caught up to us yet and no one 
from the front either, although we figured we m u s t be c l o s e . We 
started hallucinating (i.e. Dave thought he saw a bear etc.) a n d I 
was at the point where I just wanted to lay down and sleep (dange-
r e u x ! ) . I knew this danger so I began concentrating one step at a 
time - saying out loud - right, left, r i g h t , left and so o n . Dave, 
who previously had much more strength than I, was on his last 
reserves - he hadn't been eating properly so he was weak to start 
off w i t h . Then-a light-I really thought I was hallucinating but as 
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it came closer I saw it was indeed Bruce - without a pack. But when 
I looked at his eyes - what a chock - really frightening. There 
was a red rim around them and something I'd only seen once before, 
weird. He was sort of freaking out and couldn't explain what he 
had seen. He said he had met a Chinese guy on the trail who looked 
really confused. He saw a sign that said Takakaw FA11s 1 km. so off 
he went. He came upon some shelters - all boarded up with wood out
side but no people. And we knew there would be people at the picnic 
shelter so he went back to the sign but the Chinese guy was gone. 
He started freaking out - being toally alone, dropped his pack and 
lit a candle then put it on the sign and came back to meet u s . What 
Bruce didn't realize is that the picnic shelter we wanted was straight 
ahead, not right. So off we went, a few steps at a time, on our 
last reserves. We rounded a corner and - a light! That c a n d l e , a 
candle of hope was shining brightly in the darkness! Isn't that ama
zing - that outside even with a breeze the candle was still burning. 
It was as if someone was on our side then. We picked up the pack and 
the candle, then continued on what seemed like another mile but was 
in fact only about 500 M. We then saw the picnic shelter and 
realized we had made it. As we got close we heard Joany's voice 
ring out - Yeehah! Our potentially disastrous trip was over. We ate 
some supper and slept on the snow in the chelter (cold ! K T e r i c e , 
the Duck and Jay arrived about 20 minutes later, just as a couple of 
people were going out to see how they were doing. The next morning 
was beautiful and we went the rest of the way up to the Switchbacks 
and further up to Stanley Mitchell Hut. It was a riot and everyone 
got along really well. We practised telemarking. One group (the 
VOC group) bagged M t . Kerr one day. I was in the group that 
attempted to bag the President (we got up to the Pres.-Vice Pres. Col 
but had to turn back due to incoming bad weather. Four people got to 
the top though, Al being one of them. New Year's Eve we c e l e b r a t e d , 
being such patriotic Canadians, all the 'Provinces' New Years. The 
next day the whole huge bunch of us went to Twin Falls and skied 
off the roof of the hut there (all boarded u p ) . The next day we skied 
out and went home, totally exhausted but with a much lighter pack. 
By the way, Bruce told me how much it weighed up at the hut - 70 l b s ! ! 
Half my w e i g h t ! ! ! No wonder I was tired!" 
P.S. "the Duck" is a pseudoymn for Dave Mallard. DH 
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SILVER SPRAY 
A n d e r s Ourom Oec. 27\ 1981 to Jan. 2, 1982 

Originally this trip was intended to be to the hallowed Slocan 
Chief c a b i n . Unfortunately, the bookings scramble for this cabin 
is quite intense, and success (in competition with flatlanders and 
other Tow creatures) is predicated on a prompt call to Nelson early 
on the first Monday of MOvember. This we failed to m a k e , but after 
several days of uncertainty someone had the idea of trying for the 
Silver Spray c a b i n , also in Kokanee Park, but NE of Slocan Chief. 
Appropriate bookings were made, and the 11 of us found ourselves 
flying in on the morning of December 2 7 , after a snowy Boxing Day 
drive to Nelson and a comfortable night in red Thiessen's new house. 
Me flew from a disused gravel pit 4 miles north of. Woodbury Creek 
on Kootenay Lake. 

The Stiver Spray cabin is located at 7800', a mile SH of Sun
rise Peak and overlooking Hoodbury Creek valley. Lt was originally 
established as a miner's cabin; around the turn of the century 
there was intense small scale mining activity in the Kootenays, and 
at that time several marginal lead/silver deposits were found in the 
Silver Spray area. These had ceased to be w o r k e d when Kokanee Park 
was created in 1922, but the cabin was maintained and even (recently) 
improved by the Parks Branch. At present the cabin w o u l d comfort
ably accommodate 8; we had 11, and had thought to have 1 3 , so things 
were cramped. It is divided into a sleeping area (with b u n k s ) ^ 
a cooking a r e a , and a w o o d s h e d . There is a large w o o d stove in the 
kitchen and ample supplies of wood (flown in by the Parks Branch) -
There is- rro cooking stove or lantern at the cabin, but axes and saws 
are a v a i l a b l e . A nearby stable provides rudimentary overflow accom
m o d a t i o n s , a n d a pump out toilet is not far. 

Snow and weather conditions were mediocre throughtout the t r i p . 
Generally we had a breezy o v e r c a s t , with the odd snow shower, and 
as temperatures hovered around -15 degrees lunch stops- were brief. 
There were only about four feet, of snow, and so many people found 
rocks, two (Pat and Terry) disastrously. What snow we had was 
windblown if not windpacked, and avalanche-danger was assumed to be 
high, though little activity was seen. 
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After getting established, the party set out for the after
noon, traversing up to the Sunrise/HcQuarrie col (site of the old 
mine) and then skiing down the steep, sheltered gully to its north. 
The return was somewhat rockier, but all had returned shortly after 
dark. The next day Bruce and friends spent skiing bowls at treeline 
to the S of Evening Star, after an attempt on the latter was short-
circuited. The rest of the group returned to theprevious day's 
playground, and had an enjoyable ski on an open ridge. On the 
following day (29) this section visited Evening Star S, while 
the rest skiied the open trees on the S side of M t . Woodbury, E 
of the cabin. The 30th saw circumnavigation of Sunrise by most 
of the party, with good skiing in the deep, sheltered bowl of its 
N side. All returned there on Mew Year's Eve, though a good storm 
developed in the afternoon. Little celebration accompanied the 
arrival of the New Year; about half the party explored the route o u t . 
We left the following day. The initial part of the descent involves 
a delightful 3000' run through open trees to the roadhead; we then 
struggled though ten miles of foot deep snow to the highway, lured 
on by visions of Ainsworth Hot Springs. The road is virtually flat, 
and almost exclusively follows (in winter) the true left (N) side of 
the creek. An epic night drive to Vancouver through a blizzard and 
developing cold snap e n s u e d . Our Volkswagon driver had to be force
fully rescued from a dubious attempt at off road driving in Manning 
Park, but all were back in Vancouver on the morning of the t h i r d . 

Food: Our food planning followed with minor modifications to 
the excellent menus developed by Jay Page. These worked w e l l , 
although due to overenthusiastic buying we ended up with an enormous 
surplus (about 25%). 
Partici pants: 
Dan Baroon Pat Haberl 
Bruce Blackwell Bill Lipsitt 
Terry Chow Anders Ourom 
Gail Faulkner Brian Waddington 
Heather Graham 
Non Members: Angus Campbell Jim Haberl 
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AN ICE CLIMB IN SPITE OF THE WEATHER 
Bruce Fairley Winter 1981, '82 

Naturally Shanon Falls had to freeze over on a Thursday 
when I was up to my neck in work. A really dedicated ice climber 
would likely have said "to hell with the work;" this year I was 
being a really dedicated law student. Friday it warmed up. My 
anguish was indescribeable. 

Harold Redekop held out some hope for Bridalveil Falls however, 
up the Fraser Valley about 80 m i l e s . It was colder out in Chilli
wack and he figured the ice would last another day. 

We met at 9:00 am at Bedrock City. It was tempting to invade 
the amusement park and sink a pterodactyl into a B r o n t o s a u r u s , but 
we resisted. Besides, we didn't have a pterodactyl. The weather 
was foggy and mild. There was still several inches of snow on the 
ground. We went up and had a look at the main, falls, but water was 
pouring down from it and there want't a sign of ice until about 100 
feet up - except for the great blocks of avalanche debris at the base. 

To the left of the main falls, however, was a fine looking 
challenge, about 350 feet high. We belayed from a tree and I 
started up the first pitch. It began steeply, close to the 
vertical, but the tools bit w e l l . A couple of i n d e n t a t i o n s I had 
counted on for rest spots when I looked up from the bottom failed 
to materialize, and placing the first couple of screws was diffi-
cul t. 

No procedure in mountaineering is more nerve racking than 
placing awkward ice screws. One is usually strung o u t , barely 
retaining contact with the ice, and too. far above the last pro
tection. Mitts make everything doubly difficult. In addition, 
one really want three hands to do the job. Rigging your ice axe as 
Chouniard suggests in C1 imbing Ice helps a-lot. 

My second placement was the most difficult; I just couldn't 
seem to get the screw started. Then it went in and bottomed out. 
Ice screws have to be placed all the way in, o t h e r w i s e they won't 
hold so much as a fal 1 ing mongoose. My calves were starting to-
burn, and it was tempting to give up and just fall, but then I knew 
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I'd hit the ground if I went. The screw went in on the third try 
and I promptyly clipped the rope in backwards, as Harold pointed out 
when I was about two feet above it. I backed down and fixed it. 

We'd hoped ot put "in the next station about 120 feet up, 
where there was a big ledge, but there was no spot for a pin and 
the ice was verglass. Only one of my seven screws was left in any 
case. Harold moved the belay to the bottom of the face, and I 
then ran out the rest of the rope, just barely reaching a good belay 
tree. I had to tie in with a clove hitch there was so little rope 
left. 

Harold cleaned and started up the next pitch, climbing a 
narrow gully above us and then traversing around an awkward bulge 
and continuing up a gully on the far side to belay in the b u s h . 

There were three tiers of ice left, each separated by large 
platforms. It was not about 1:00 PM and we were conscious that 
things were melting o u t . Large chunks of ice were barely hanging 
on the rock, and it was difficult to pull over the bulges because 
there wasn't enough ice on the platforms in which to set a tool. 
Next door, it sounded as if a war was in progress, as avalanches off 
Bridalveil boomed like cannons. 

It all made for good discipline. No whaling away with great 
machete blows here. Delicate placements were the order of the day, 
place it once and place it right. I decided that an 80 cm MSP. 
axe made a lousy ice climbing tool. 

The rappel down the side was busy, wet, overhung, greasy and 
oozing with m u d , and I also dropped two biners into the snow at the 
bottom, one of which is still there. Ed.'s note: (the quartermaster 
will be waiting there next spring thaw.) But the climb was well 
worth it. Maybe in another ten years it will freeze over a g a i n . 
If it does, go and do it. 

LIZZIE CREEK AT ALL COSTS 
Paula Burgerjon Jan. 8-10, 1982 

One fine Friday morning that got so late it assumed the status 
of Friday Afternoon, Alan Dibb, George Fulton and I started on a 
little ski-jaunt into Lizzie Creek Cabin. We had spent "Thursday-
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night" (Known to most as Friday morning) soggytoasty warm in 
Alan's tent on the banks of Lillooet Lake. George's bug having 
politely declined to make any forward progress on the logging 
road, we were forced to ski - of all barbaric modes of transport-
13 km to the trail head. I had ten hours to contemplate the meaning 
of "hard-core VOC'er" before we arrived at the cabin just after m i d 
night. The steepness of the trail, when we finally found it, 
passionately disclaims any credit for the length of the trip. The 
moonlight was strangely enlightening, however, even if our packs 
w e r e n ' t . By 2:30 am. Saturday, full of lamb chops and rice pre
pared by master-chef Alan, we collapsed reluctantly into our own 
respective sleeping bags. (for those of you prone to getting any 
i d e a s ) . Warm smoke in our nostrils and gurgly gargles from the 
s_ink in our ears, we slept 'til the call of unbagged peaks roused 
us in time to scaTe an awesome peak and take a week's worth of 
"sunset from the summit" pictures. On the way back to the cabin I 
telemarked into a remarkably unstable tree that fell over and 
grumbled at me in Alan's voice. We spent the evening eating and 
getting throughly smoked by the "wood" stove. Sunday a f t e r n o o n 
Alan & George's koolaid withdrawal symptoms (we ran out almost 
before we left) were so bad we had to head back down to the car. We 
skied out in 2 hours and 40 minutes but George still had time to 
intimately encounter a tree in straddle position. The bug was so 
happy to see us that it dislocated itself from the right w i n d 
shield wiper twice on the way home. In Pemberton we fuelled up on 
hamburgers and gas and partook of the local entertainment - a train 
passing by. All in all, excellent material for a journal article... 
not to mention a best-seller. 

Note: All the characters in this article are real, and any 
resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, is 
intentional . 

ASSAULT ON DIAMOND HEAD 
Susan Hollenberg Jan. 10, 1982 

'Twas the first week back to classes and already certain V . O . C . 
ers seemed determined to relive cold memories of Christmas skiing. 
It seemed an appropriate time to clear one's head of the first week' 
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note-taking, anyway, so we decided to attempt the ardous trek up 
to the famous crystalline slopes. However, the weather change 
that turned SUB plaza into a slushy cesspool generously endowed 
the trail with that famous West Coast Wet Cement (ref. V . O . C . 
Journal 1978, p . 1 3 0 ) . Great globs of red and pruple mess were care
fully slathered onto the bottom of skis, only to freeze up and prove 
totally useless in the next five minutes. Hard-core members doggedly 
tested the entire spectrum of wax, but soon they, too, were resigned 
to a slow 'Granny shuffle' up the slop(e). For some reason, other 
foolish hordes of tourists were determined to pursue the same goal, 
and at several points the mile long train of shufflers resembled a 
weary, albeit packless, Everest expedition. Upon reaching High Point, 
Peter brightly reminded us it was two minutes past l u n c h t i m e . He 
resolutely went ahead to create a suitable snow dining room, while 
others made silly Yo-Yo attempts to find solid ground beneath the 
snow. (I presume this wasn't their original intention). It was 
unanimously decided that we were thoroughly soaked over lunchbreak. 

We played around on the slopes for a while, during which time 
people attempted to stamp down snow to fashion a telemark track. This 
strange idea looked even sillier in operation, so we resigned our
selves to perfecting the technique of falling gracefully. Going down 
was equally as adventurous. By this time the heavens had broken forth 
with blinding snowballs, and it was quite a trial and error ski-
by-feel run through the meadows. Once we reached the shelter of 
the trees, the hazards were reduced to the risks of avoiding the 
person in front of y o u . 

All in all it was a sogggy-silly day, well worth the effort of 
putting chains on the cars at the beginning of the Diamond Head Road. 
AS a finale, we could not resist the temptation of gracing a gourmet 
Squamish Pizzeria with our steamy presence, and heartily pigged o u t . 
Trip Members : 
Pierre Beaudry (L) Simon Patey 
Norman Fortier David Wong 
Francois Lefebure Anita Mietunen 
Fransois Welt Tannis Dakin 
Bill Anslow Peter Benner 
Susan Hollenberg 
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M O M E N T O U S MOMENTS AT M A N N I N G PARK 

Paula Burgerjon Jan. 15-17, 1982 
-parental guidance advised 

Almighty Alan Dibb, genial George Fulton and I wanned the 
parking lot at Manning Park for two nights in a manly attempt to 
sleep in a one-man c a r . . . two men plus one of the trail-breaking 
sex. With this unaccommodating accomnfdation having separated the 
m e n from the insomniacs, it was with some relief and much sleep 
that the third night was spent in a warming hut beside the skating 
rink. 

These important nocturnal caprices disposed o f , I can now 
relate a few daytime details. An attempt at Poland Lake plus a 
little yo-yo skiing took care of Friday. There were piles and piles 
of wonderful snow, especially on the UNBROKEN T R A I L . Saturday 
afternoon the 1ittle-1ess-than-wonderful copious amounts of snow 
obscured the trail to M t . Frosty to the point of our losing it. Not 
to worry though; just slogging in an upward direction is a delight for 
any V . O . C . e r s . So we continued until up, down and sideways all looked 
alike (like s n o w ) . No one heard Alan mumble "the peak at all c o s t s " , 
not even A l a n . Sunday brought renewed vigor, prospects, & much-less-
than-wonderful copious amounts of snow. Saturday's broken trait up 
Windy Joe was re-broken to the top...to the uncontained delight 
orf a group of North Shore hikers behind u s . A three course lunch 
(peanut -butter s a n d w i c h e s , cheese a chocolate) was partaken of in 
the upper lounge of the Look-out tower atrd followed by koolaid 
washed down with water^Alan's koolafd is of peanut -butter consis
tency, it's so s t r o n g ) . We shussed down in a mad attempt to avalanche 
on the afore-mentioned grateful skiers on the trail below us. I only 
managed to bury myself and my Mad shus skis...on either side of 
an unobliging tree. Alan & George, telemarK terrors of the slopes, 
left no teles unmarked. Monday morning back at s c h o o l , I still had 
Manning Park on my m i n d , which is why this article sufferelto be b o r n . 

(Ed.'s note: And you thought you' d heard it all before...) 
MANNING PARK JAN. 1 5 - 1 7 / 8 2 , OR  

YOU COULDN'T SKI THE FOREST FOR THE TREES 
Alan Dibb 

Manning Park has probably seldom, if ever, had more fresh snow 
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than on this weekend, a fact we had ample time to consider as we 
broke trail for three straight days. It seemed as though all 
the other skiers were just waiting for u s . . . even a post-noon 
start on Friday (the morning was spent recuperating from a sleep
less, three-in-the-back-of-a - Volkswagon-stat ion-wagon night) failed 
to prevent us from being first on the Poland Lake Trail. We 
settled for slogging up the nearby Grassy Mountain. 

The snow was of reasonable quality, yet so deep that untracked 
slopes had to be very steep if the force of gravity alone was to carry 
a skier down. However, the avalanche hazard was extreme. Conse
quently we sought out the security of forested slopes, which have 
one major drawback: trees. 

That evening we cooked supper and relaxed in the ski area day 
lodge for campers. Unfortunately, its potential as a warm, uncro-
wded sleeping area was destroyed at about 10:30 pm, when it was 
invaded by a budding Jimmy Page who, apparently banished from his 
parents' motorhome, arrived complete with electric guitar, beer, 
and m i c r o b o p p e r s . 

On Saturday we attempted M t . Frosty via the Windy Joe t r a i l , 
but even though we switched trail breaking lead with military-Tike 
precision every 10 minutes for six hours, we found ourselves barely 
at treeline with an aerial mile yet to the peak, a raging blizzard, 
no compass, no map, approaching darkness, and no headlamp. What's 
more, we were completely out of what we had thought was an unlimited 
supply of tropical punch koolaid. This was the straw that broke the 
camel's back; we turned around. 

It snowed all night and on Sunday morning we could barely make 
out the previous day's tracks as we tried a g a i n . This time we just 
went to the top of Windy Joe, hoping to find some good skiing on the 
way down. Indeed, this turned out to be the salvation of the entire 
trip. By shortcutting the switchbacks of the trail near the top and 
then simply following the "fall"-line down to the Mt. Frosty 
trail we enjoyed a near perfect run, marred only slightly by the 
bundance of tall conifers. Ironically, the most exciting parts of 
the descent were masterminded by Paula "Ascent" Burgerjon. Included 
among these was the awesome "Avalanche Alley", which she dared to 
ski while a terrified member of the North Shore Hikers Club floundered 
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helplessly on the trail which crosses the slope near the bottom. 
This poor person showed considerable consternation while trying 
unsuccessfully to get up, as George began to scream "avalanche:" 
when Paula dislodged a tiny slide that travelled about ten feet. 

We passed many other North Shore Hikers on the way down, in 
fact it seemed as though the entire population of the North Shore 
was on the lower part of the trail, most of whom had assumed non-
upright positions. On the drive home George remarked that if he 
was given a quarter for each skier who had used the trails we 
broke, he could pay cash for his dream condo in Surrey. 
'Tou engineers are all alike." Paula said. "All you ever think 
about is money! And by the way, where did you say we're going 
skiing next week?" 
Partici pants: 
Alan Dibb 
George Fulton 
Paula Burgerjon 

YET ANOTHER LITERARY "GEM" -JAN. 30 -"DIAMOND" HEAD 
Paula Burgerjon 

This particular trip saw Almighty Alan Dibb picking me up an 
unprecedented % hour after the appointed time (it is his habit to 
show up anywhere from lSj-2 hours l a t e ) . Distinguished accomplices 
in the caper were Norman Fortier & Bev. McCJeod Despite efforts 
to placate the God of white-outs, (such as leaving zoom lenses 
in the car) the diabolical dfit-fcy dumped ridiculous amounts of the 
stuff avalanches are made of on us all day long. The Wax God 
was equally unco-operative. but we got the Lodge by lunch-time 
anyway. We opted for an unceremonious entrance by the upstairs 
bedroom door, since the front door was putting up a staunch front 
against 6 feet of snow. Inside the lodge three specimans of Homo  
sapiens were consuming their beer as fast as possible so that they 
could go home. Mike Brett and Kathy Houston later joined us for 
lunch. They had originally planned to do a different trip but 
were terrorized by a little rain at the trail head. The joys of re
breaking trail on the way down were largely flattened by crowds of 
o v e r n i g h t , party-time-in-the-crowded-1odge types coming up. Alan & 
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I indulged in a few cheap thrills by skiing a little powder and 
then thrashing around in it for a disproportionate length of time. 
Diamond Head was not easily abandoned, however. After having fallen 
all over us without so much as an "excuse m e " , the snow insisted 
on sticking to the botooms of our skiis. We buried our sorrows in 
chocolate sundaes and Sprite Floats at the Squamish Dairy Queen. 

WEDGEMOUNT LAKE AREA 
Paula Burgerjon Feb. 5, 6, 7, 1982 

"There's nothing to fear butfear itself!" declared Almighty 
Alan at the trail head ( a logging road which starts at Green 
River, 15 km beyond W h i s t l e r ) . This comment was possibly remotely 
relevant to the fact that he had just burdened me with funny 
pieces of rope tied in rather quaint and unusual macrame knots. 
Such food for thought was doomed to putrefaction, however, my mind 
being totally occupied grappling with the signifiance of a notion 
hitherto unknow to it - a "John Baldwin trip". How I surviv. ed, 
let alone to tell the tale, might well perplex you, it might well 
bore you, but such details rarely intimidate profilic writers of 
my caliber. All went well as Whistler Village slowly descended 
to respectable depths & the sun slowly (this adjective doesn't 
apply to Alan) extracted moisture from our watery sould. All went 
less well by the time my skins realized an active dislike to my skis 
and clamored for d i s s o c i a t i o n . My trail breaking-route finding 
stint left me entertaining fanciful hallucinations of rest, respite 
and relief. The blind gratification of such decadence had to wait 
'till tents were put up and dinner put down - m o n u m e n t o u s , cold & 
wet events. After a hearty cup of tea (macaroni & cheese were only 
some of its o c c u p a n t s ) , you can probably guess who passed out and 
who merely dozed off. Up Saturday morning, for want of anything 
better to do & despite adverse conditions (relentless sunshine) we 
bagged an unnamed peak & Eureka peak. Almighty Alan endured a 
severe water shortage & fantasized about swallowing rivers. George 
suffered a blow to his ego because the Fulton Bump (otherwise known 
as bump) was bumped pff our itinerary. I perfected my k'ck turn 
technique in an effort to entice my bent bindings to continue their 
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tenuous embrace of Heather Graham's boots. (They decided to join my 
skins in the separatist movement}. JOhn Baldwin proposed H t . Weart 
for Sunday morning, which, along with my bent b i n d i n g s , was suffi
cient to send me scuttling back to two sleeping bags, fully clothed. 
Hy toilet paper bagged a peak even if I d i d n ' t . . . Alan had the gall 
to forget to return it. I later discovered that they had bagged 
Wedge M t n . instead - so much for my innocent belief in V . O . C . integrity 
The trip down boasted of a few unexpected incidents of air-time & more 
sunshine than we knew what to do w i t h . 
Partici pants: 
Paula Burgerjon, Alan Dibb, 
George FuTton John Baldwin 

Ed.'s note: deja vu, eh Monsieur A l m i g h t y ?  

WEDGE AREA 
Feb. 5-7, 1982 

Wednesday: 
Upon hearing that the legendary John Baldwin was to come on bur 

trip, Paula suddenly looked rather nervous and suggested that maybe 
she couldn't afford to skip classes on Friday after all. Fortuna
tely I was able to convince her (using lies of course) that John was 
really an easy-going down-to-earth fellow and that his trip didn't 
always involve thrashing the mind and body beyond their limits. 
Friday: 

John looked hopelessly out of place in the downhill skier 
restaurant in Whistler where Paula, George (a former downhill 
s k i e r ) , and I had arranged to meet him. We hadn't eaten yet,but 
were a half hour late and John was impatient to get on the trail. 
Paula was hesitant to order breakfast with John in this state but, 
being a fast learner, she saved the day by giving him one of her 
pancakes, thereby averting a scene. 

We left the cars at about 11:00 am and began skiing up the 
Rethel Creek logging road complex until the logging slash abruptyly 
terminiated at about 4000' near the Garibaldi Park boundary. 
Although there's no trail or hut, Rethel Creek provides easier ski 
access t o the Wedge area than the Wedgemount Lake trail one valley 
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to the north. We camped at 6500' about one mile west of the Park-
hurst-Wedge col. 
Saturday: 

It dawned only partly cloudy and we managed a 10:30 am start. 
We went through the Parkhurst-Wedge col, across the Wedgemount 
glacier and up to Wedge's north col. Descending to the Weart 
Glacier involved a very steep 700 vertical foot descent of hard-
crusted snow. . It was here I realized the extent of John's prowess 
at "howling" - a technique which involves placing the skis about 
three feet apart, pointing the arms straight out to the sides, 
craning theneck for aerodynamic advantage, assuming a semi-crou
ching position and then heading straight down the fall-line (howling 
noises o p t i o n a l ) , accelerating until terminal velocity is reached. 
Although the high speed minimizes the risk of falling into a crevasse, 
at times when howling down after John I felt certain that the bone and 
tissue damage resulting from impact with the hard snow surface could 
be distinctly worse than any injuries sustained by tumbling into a 
mere 150' hole. 

By lunchtime the skies had almost completely cle a r . e d . From 
the Weart Glacier we skied up the unnamed 8600' peak two miles east 
of Wedge. The hundreds of peaks, of which John was able to name 
about two-thirds. A howling descent propelled us right to the base 
of the south ridge of Eureka Mountain, which made for an easy, 
enjoyable scramble to the top. 

As we skied back under the north face of Wedge, the nearby 
full moon rose behind us as the sunset was castlnga pink light 
on the slopes we'd just skied. We arrived at camp with the last 
few red and orange rays dying in the western sky. 

On our last day Paula was forced to stay in bed with a bad 
case of malfunctioning binding. Luckily, she had been under 
the mistaken impression that our -trip was into a c a b i n , and so she 
had brought a book. John, George, and I broke camp at 8:30 am. 

We had planned to climb M t . Weart, but since we also had to 
ski out this day, and Paula possibly on only one ski, we agreed 
that Weart might take too long. We started towards Parkhurst M t n . 
when George suddenly had a brainstorm - we should climb Wedge. In 
fact, the only reason for not climbing Wedge was that John, who 
subscribes to the ages-old mountaineering doctrine of never climbing 
the same peak twice, had climbed it some years earlier. 
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THE FIRST ASCENT OF THE NORTHWEST FACE OF WELCH HT. 
Bruce Fairley (Feb. 7, 1 982) 

Pioneering credit for this route must go to Harold Redekop, a 
Chilliwack climber who made a winter ascent of the S t i l l , one of 
the central peaks of the Cheam Range, in 1977. From the summit 
he noted the face climbing possibilities on the west flank of W e l c h , 
the highest summit of the Cheam group, and he took a photograph. In 
the early winter of last year I went up H c q u i r e , and also saw the 
potential for routes on Welch. Harold and I had started doing a lot 
of climbing together by this time, and I m e n t i o n e d the possibility 
to him. He showed me the slide he had, and from that m o m e n t I was 
hooked on the project. 

An e a r l y probe was made with Bob Stair and Jim S t i b b a r d . We 
discovered that the only feasible way onto the face was to use a 
massive avalanche gully running up from Airplane Creek, and that the 
gully w o u l d have to be fairly full of snow before this, would be prac
tical. Later that winter a second attempt was made with Harold and 
Max DeYong. We reached the head of the gully, but were unable to 
see the details of the face due to whiteout c o n d i t i o n s , and retreated. 

George.: But it's the highest peak in Garibaldi Park!-
J o h n : But it's quality of the climb that m a t t e r s , 

not its height! 
George: But that little bump (waving, at Parkhurst)? I 

could throw a rock to the t o p ! 
Anyhow, John was faced with a certain mutiny, so he decided 

to come up Wedge with us after all. Since were on a different 
route and it was winter instead of summer, he tried to pretend 
it was a new m o u n t a i n , but I doubt that he was able to fool himself 
for long. Soon he had disappeared ahead of us up the SW slopes, his 
progress finally stopped 1>y having reached the summit. There, in 
between pointing out distant ranges to us, John chided us for 
having been late that Friday morning in W h i s t l e r . "We could have 
placed our camp higher and gone for Weart today," he s i g h e d . True, 
but then George and I wouldn't have gotten to climb the highest peak 
in Garibaldi Park... 
P a r t i c i p a n t s : 
Al Dibb George Fulton 
Paula Burgerjon John Baldwin 
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In early March I received a call from Harold. He and Bob were 
free to climb and I wasn't. He wanted to know if I'd mind if they 
went and tried the route without m e . I lied through my teeth and 
and said I wouldn't, an-d then waited on tenderhooks to hear how 
they had made o u t . 

What transpired was the best result possible from my point of 
view. Bob and Harold met with bad weather, and exited from the gully 
too early. As a result they climbed the west, face, instead of the 
cleaner line of the northwest route. They then continued along the 
south ridge to the summit and down the east ridge to Williamson 
Lake. This was the first climb of the moutain from this side, the 
first winter traverse, and probably one of the finer days of 
winter climbing spent in the Coast Mountains in the winter of 1981. 
But the northwest face was still unclimbed. 

January was a pretty wet month in '82, but the weather cleared 
wonderfully in early February. Harold and Max were up for another 
try, and we also recruited Rob Driscoll and Ken Legg. Leaving 
Vancouver at 4:00 AM, we parked the cars about a mile off the 
Chilliwack Lake road, and were on our way by 6:30. 

Snow conditions were softer than expected. It took us Z h 
hours to walk the road to the head of Airplane Creek, an hour more 
than I had counted o n . Snow in the gully was also soft, and made 
brutal work for five very out-of-shape climbers. Max came to the 
fore as everyone else started flagging, and punched the steps for 
the last 1000 feet to the base of the final climb. It was 1:00 PM, 
and we had already climbed over 5500 feet. 

Although we had planned on making a brief stop for lunch, the 
wind was so bitterly cold that we decided against stopping. Max and 
Ken had gone to the head of the col to see the view, and we started 
up without them. 

The maximum angle of the face was probably about 50 degrees, 
less than I had anticipated. We were able to climb fairly c o m f o r t 
ably with just an ice axe. About half way up, Rob started to 
develop severe cramps and had to stop. While we waited to see if 
•he could continue, the other two caught up to us, and Max chided 
our party for not donning c r a m p o n s , which would have been safer. 

Rob wisely decided not to continue, and he and Ken started 
d o w n . Having climbed over 6000 feet, it was rather a crushing blow 
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for them not to make the summit. 

The snow on the face itself was in excellent c o n d i t i o n , and 
we encountered no difficulty until the final few feet, when we were 
met with steepish rock covered by a few inches of loose, dry snow. 
We belayed over this small section, and were on the summit shortly 
after 3:00. Unfortunately there was little time to savour the view, 
and we started down almost immediately. We reached the cars, in a 
very tired state, at about 7:30 PH. 

Our route may be the fastest way up Welch in the winter, but 
parties will always have to exercise extreme caution when choosing 
their time of a s c e n t , as the 3500 foot gully which gives access to 
this side of the mountain is obviously subject, at t i m e s , to very 
high avalanche hazard. 
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SPECIAL FEATURES 

V.O.C. TRIP GUIDELINES 
Charles S. Bungi 

I. Ten Essentials: 

Flashlight (a bike light or headlamp is O.K.) 
Warm Clothing (including toque and mitts) 
Rain Gear (something that repels water and wind) 
Knife 
Matches (waterproofed or Bic lighter) 
Water Bottle (canteen style or plastic one-litre) 
Basic First Aid Kit (what you would want along if you got hurt) 
Map 
Compass 
Extra Food (e.g., snacks, raisins, chocolate, peanut butter) 

II. If someone gets lost: 

Pinpoint time and place they were last seen. 
Try to decide where they were most likely to have lost the trail. 
If you have enough daylight, attempt to find them but do not split the 
group and chance losing anyone else. 
Return to base (i.e., cars) by dark. 
If you haven't found them, contact the local police or R.C.M.P. who will 
in turn call in Search & Rescue 
Stay by a phone and keep the line open (rescuers will want detailed 
descriptions). 
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V i s i t t h e C o - o p ' s 
N e w S t o r e a t 4 2 8 W . 8 t h A v e . 
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Best Selection of 
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MOUNTAIN 
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Vancouver Store & Mail Order — 428 W. 8th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 1N9 
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HI. Before leaving on a hike: 

Talk to the leader about the physical demands of the trip and decide 
whether you are fit enough to go. Don't be afraid to push yourself, but 
if you suspect the trip will be too long or too hard, go for something 
easier until you are in better shape. 
Always check the trip rating (Al, B3, etc.) and realize that there is a 
lot of leeway in each category. An easy day hike for some people is 
cruel and unusual punishment for others. 
Pack the essentials. Don't sacrifice safety for a light pack. If you are 
not sure what to take, ask. We are each responsible for ourselves out 
there. 
Know where and what the objective is. "103 Hikes" is good for trail 
maps—don't rely on anyone else's knowledge of the area. Check a 
topographic map whenever possible to get an idea of elevation gain. 
Tell someone at home of your intended destination and what time you 
expect to return (within 2-3 hours). Leave driver's and leader's phone 
numbers. 

and have a safe, enjoyable adventure! 
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Remember when ... 'love1 and 'peace' were in the air, a crewcut meant that you 
were a square; there was no su?h thing as Luv Affair, and V.O.C. scruples were 
everywhere? 
Remember when ... (gasp!) alcohol was that Devil's brew, was not allowed in the 
V.O.C? 
For those of you not born yet in that era, here's a glimpse of our past: 

ALCOHOL AND V.O.C. 
By conseienoious Frank Bauman 

circa November 17,1971 

This report is an attempt to examine some aspects of the V.O.C. liquor laws. 
The purpose of the report is to present a logical, written account of some of the 
issues involved in the hope that this will allow an intelligent rather than strictly 
emotional discussion of the issue to take place. 

Should we be deciding whether a person should drink or not in the club? 
I believe the answer is "yes" for the following reasons: 

(a) Because a person that drinks does not affect only himself; he strongly 
influences all those people that are with him; thus, we as a group have the 
right to make that person respect the feelings of the group. Remember, if he 
wants to "do his own thing", then he can do so by going away by himself and 
drinking; his particular bad habits, though, should not have to be tolerated by 
other group members. 

(b) V.O.C. consists of a group of people who in a general way share common 
interests. Because they are a group, they have the right to decide what 
activities they do or do not agree with. I contend that all club members who 
joined the club were aware of the liquor rules and by joining the club, they in 
a general way accepted those rules. Thus, if V.O.C. consists of a group of 
people who share common viewpoints, we have every right to exclude those 
people whose attitudes are contrary to the majority opinion of the members. 
One principle that the people in the club agree with is that we do not want 
"drunks" to occur on our activities and thus we have every right to make rules 
to try and prevent such things from happening. 
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What liquor rules should we have? 
Some people say There is nothing wrong with having a beer after a hot hike 

or taking a half pack on a eanoe trip." This statement is very true, most members 
would agree that there is nothing wrong with having an occasional drink. However, 
the point is that the specific purpose of the drinking rules is to ban excessive 
drinking and in the past, people have felt that the only way that this could be done 
was to ban alcohol altogether. Their viewpoints were justified for several reasons: 
(a) There is absolutely no way to define "excessive drinking", thus, if there is no 

acceptable "middle of the road" alternative, then one can only choose 
between drinking and no drinking. They chose no drinking. 

(b) The vast majority of members are still under the influence of their parents, 
and most of those parents would not want their children to stay (especially 
overnight) in a place where liquor was being consumed. Of! ̂  ) 

(c) Drinking in the mountains is potentially dangerous and thus should not be 
allowed. 
Another argument that people against the present drinking laws bring up is 

"why worry about excessive drinkers; if a person is overdoing it, group pressure or 
the leader of a trip will force him to stop." Unfortunately, this is not true nor is it 
reasonable for several reasons: 
(a) When is a person "overdoing" it? The only real criteria that one can use is 

whether that person is showing physical symptoms of inebriation, and by that 
time, it is too late, he has already "overdone" it. 

(b) What happens if a person refuses to listen to group pressure or a leader, after 
all, he has a right to do what he wants to himself. In the mountains, a leader 
could not just say "O.K., you are drunk and thus you cannot continue on this 
trip and if you do, I disclaim any responsibility for you." There would be 
absolutely no legal or moral justification for such a move; the leader and his 
group would be forced to assume responsibility for that person's behaviour, 
whether they wanted to or not. Furthermore, in a place like the Whistler 
cabin, it would take a person with much courage and leaership ability to 
initiate any such action. 
I contend that few people in the club would have the courage and desire to 

attempt such an action. Think about it—would you stand up and demand that a 
particular person stop drinking because you felt that he was overdoing it? You 
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would have to make sure that that person was indeed overdoing it and furthermore, 
that the majority of people present in the place felt the same as you and would 
actively back you up. 

Enough drinking does take place among club members now, in many cases this 
probably violates our constitution. M y attitude to this is that although the rules 
exist, we should not get hung-up on strict principles; instead, common sense should 
govern our actions. After all, if all the laws of Canada were enforced to the hilt, 
w e would probably all be guilty of some offense by now. 

SKI T O U R S N E A R V A N C O U V E R 
John Baldwin 

Perhaps it is March. It has been cold all week and snowing hard in the 
mountains. The weather is clearing up for the weekend. Just looking at the boards 
in the closet makes your feet restless but where can you go? You've been to 
Cypress Bowl and Diamond Head dozens of times—but where else does one go 
skiing? Read on. 

Vancouver is surrounded by more peaks and mountains than are imaginable, 
and they are all still there in the winter. Conditions may be somewhat different 
than in summer, but winter in the mountains is rugged and marvelous. There are 
places in the mountains that are scary and even dangerous in the winter, but these 
are few. The others are there draped in a silent layer of snow offering you 
magnificent ski touring. 

To travel in the winter you need skis. Short skis, long skis, fat skis or skinny 
skis; I don't care, but you need skis. Most of the places I have suggested for skiing 
are mountains and hence a pair of skis that you think are suitable is necessary. Ski 
mountaineering skis or "trowels" were the traditional mode of transport. They are 
still not to be scoffed at for there have been some prety amazing trips done on 
trowels. Currently in vogue are heavier fibreglass X-C skis with metal edges—a 
form of "toothpick." This is what I also a m using now and I wouldn't hesitate to 
take them on any ski tour anywhere in the Coast Range. But this is not the end of 
the line. Many people prefer very lightweight racing "toothpicks" even for 
extended trips—so take your "pick." 

Suggested trips are arranged into three categories. Shorter trips are those 
that are usually done in a day or weekend. Longer tours are those that might take 
anywhere from 3 to 6 days, but don't require any special preparation; requiring one 
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or more food caches or drops. Access and route finding is described briefly in 
Culbert's Guide for most of these areas. If not, look at the map; it's all there. I've 
also given a few references to old V.O.C. journals. These can be quite useful and 
are often amusing. 

(1) Shorter Trips: 
North Shore Mountains - Seymour, Grouse and Cypress Bowl offer easy access 

for short day trips. There are numerous trails at Cypress Bowl, in particular. 
Skypilot area - Offering good weekend ski trips. Probably best approached 

from the low meadows to the east of Red Mountain and Ben Lomond. 
Diamond Head - A very popular area for day and weekend trips. It usually 

offers the first skiing of the season. 
Garibaldi - Can also be reached from here via Ring Creek. 
Mamquam - A typical weekend ski ascent. Access from Skookum Creek 

logging roads then north up steep timbered slopes circling around to the north side 
of the peak, then scrambling to the summit. Best later in the season; some glacier 
travel. 

Sedgewick - The prominent landmark from Britannia. A two-day trip with 
good skiing. 

Alice Ridge - Good one-day trip early in the season, with excellent views of 
Garibaldi and Howe Sound. 

Brohm Ridge - Same as Alice Ridge, but with access to Warren glacier and 
Garibaldi. 

Brandywine and Metal Dome - Skis right to the summits with excellent 
slopes. Logging roads now lead almost to the 4,000' level on south slopes of Metal 
Dome. A weekend trip. 

Callaghan - Good weekend trip with a nice X-C approach to Callaghan Lake. 
Alternate approach from the Squamish River might be shorter. 

Brew Mountain - accessible on skis from new roads in the Brandywine Creek 
Valley; weekend trip. 

Cloudburst Mountain - A pleasant ski trip. Probably best approached from 
Squamish River, via Microware Road. 

Black Tusk - Like Diamond Head, is very popular, providing excellent skiing 
early in the season for one or two days. The Black Tusk trail is usually trampled 
making it suitable for beginners as well. The Microware Road gives even easier 
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access with a road to treeline although if the snowline is low, this becomes a long 
approach. (Ref: VOCJ 1971.) 

Cheakamus Lake - A nice X-C day trip when there is snow in the Whistler 
Valley. 

Whistler and Singing Pass - Some of the finest slopes around lie on the way to 
Russet Lake from Whistler. The pass itself often holds good powder. The Singing 
Pass trail has been "upgraded" and this now makes skiing down it easy. An 
excellent two-day trip any time of the season. (Ref: VOCJ 1971.) 

Spearhead and Blackombe Peaks - With Blackombe lifts, these excellent ski 
summits are easily accessible for one or two days. 

Rainbow Mountain - A very pleasant trip with a good introduction to skiing in 
the forest. The trees are large and well spaced and the route is not steep. One day 
to the lake or a two-day trip to the summit. A good starter weekend ski ascent of 
a peak. 

Wedge and Weart - Steep access to a nice icefield requiring two days. 
Amicus - A classic weekend ski trip; better in the spring. The climb goes 

from 400' to the 8,200' summit. Beware of avalanches in the valley bottom. An 
alternative is to parallel Carol Creek on the east. The bridge across the Elaho was 
recently washed out. Some glacier travel. (Ref: VOCJ 1976.) 

Jimmy Jimmy - Another typical coast range summit. Glacier approach from 
the north. A good weekend trip. 

Railroad Pass Area - Offering some good two-day trips. Mt. Samson and 
Face Mountain to the west, and Tenquille Lake to the souteast where there is a 
small log cabin. (Ref: VOCJ 1970, 1971.) 

Duffey Lake Area - Also offering good two-day trips, mostly in spring when it 
is possible to drive the road. The Matier area is good for touring as is the Aspen 
peak area just before Duffey Lake itself. 

Baker Ski Area - An excellent assortment of day trips to Lake Ann, Coleman 
pinnacle, or around Table Mountain, any level of ability. Skiing begins right at the 
downhill ski area. Usually snow early in the season. However, the road can be 
backed up with cars and the U.S. Highway Patrol often requires chains when not 
needed. 

Kulshan Cabin Area - Good day skiing early in the season on the slopes up to 
Heliotrope Ridge and in the spring Mt. Baker makes an excellent ski trip. In mid
winter it is usually a long ski approach on the road. 
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Twin Lakes - Leaving from the Highways shed before the Baker ski area, this 
road makes a nice day trip in any kind of weather and also leads to Mt. Tomyhoi or 
Mt. Goat which are nice two-day trips. Some steep tree skiing on the way to 
Tomyhoi. Also, just down the road lie possible spring weekend trips to the Ruth 
Mountain area. 

Manning Park - The traditional area for X-C skiing. There are numerous 
trails where the diagonal stride can be employed. Poland Lake, Blackwall Peak, 
Buckhorn Camp and Windy Joe are nice day trips. At the entrance to the park Mt. 
Outram offers a good weekend trip with some steep forest in the approach. 

(2) Longer Tours: 
Neve Traverse - The classic ski trip across the Garibaldi neve. This can be 

done as a strenuous day trip in the winter, but I find it more enjoyable to take 
several days climbing a few peaks and skiing some of the slopes on the way. (Ref. 
VOCJ 1969, 70, 71, 73, 75.) 

Spearhead Traverse - More rugged than the neve, this is an excellent 4 to 7 
day trip crossing almost a dozen glaciers offering good skiing and many peaks to 
climb. It is necessary to cross one or two steep potential avalanche slopes. (Ref: 
VOCJ 1969, 76.) An alternate trip is to ski through the southern spearheads en 
route to Mt. Sir Richard. 

Wedge - Currie Divide - A similar trip to the Spearheads, with a slightly more 
wilderness setting owing to the lack of ski developments. Access is not as clear 
and there are variations. The small icefield leading over the James Turner glacier 
is also inviting. 

Squamish Cheakamus Divide - More of a ski tour with fewer glaciers and 
actual summits, but a magnificent trip with excellent ski slopes. Good access to 
the divide from Callaghan Lake with exits possible at Brew via Brandywine Creek 
or farther south at Tricouni. Again, about four days. (Ref: VOCJ 1970.) 

Ashlu - Elaho Divide - A heavily glaciated, though somewhat gentler range. 
This set of glaciers running south from Mt. Annieus to near the junction of Ashlue 
Creek and the Squamish River offers a good three or four day trip. To the west of 
A mieus lies Ashlu Peak, an attractive destination. Recent washouts over the Elaho 
have complicated the access. (Ref: VOCJ 1972.) 

Ipsoot - Rhododendron - These two summits from a sprawling massif topped 
with a large glacier offering 800 m. runs directly from the summit of Ipsoot. 
Access is quite reasonable from two miles up the Rutherford Creed Road, by 
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climbing to treeline, then traversing west until able to gain the glacier leading to 
Ipsoot. Best with three or four days. 

Meagre and Manatee Groups - From the end of logging roads-on the SW fork 
of Meagre Creek, a slide and a snow gully give direct access to the alpine meadows 
between these groups. Once there, your imagination can run wild with possibilities. 
Likely better in the spring. Skiing in the meadows and above, lasts well into June 
most years. This would make a good location fro an alpine hut. Don't forget the 
hotsprings are only a short detour after the trip. (Ref: VOCJ 1980, CA J 1968.) 

Samson - Thiassi Area - A seldom visited range, offering a great deal of 
potential. There have been a few exploratory ski trips, especially via North Creek 
logging roads. The area is a bit more rugged and avalanche prone than the 
icefields, but at the same time, a little higher and drier, being east of the Lillooet 
River. 

Lizzie Lake - The site of log cabin (at 1,700 m. not actually at the lake), and 
often a Christmas trip. The area abounds in ski slopes. 

Spruce Lake High Trail - Somewhat drier and colder than nearer the coast, 
this makes a very nice four-day tour. Approach is on a steep mining road leading 
to treeline (which is between 6,000' and 7,000' in this area) from Tyaughton Lake. 
From here open terrain leads over various bowls and eventually down onto Spruce 
• Lake itself. The return leg can be made on the horse trail in the Gun Creek Valley 
which also leads to the lake and offers excellent flat trail skiing. (Ref: VOCJ 
1974, 1976, 1978.) 

Shulaps Range - From Marshall Lake, a steep minin road gives access to the 
alpine country below Shulaps peak. Like Spruce Lake, this area affords better 
weather than nearer the coast. (Ref: VOCJ 1977.) 

Sphinx Camp - The most treasured V.O.C. skiing event. There are well over a 
dozen different peaks to be climbed with skis from the cabin. Garibaldi Lake often 
doesn't freeze over until January or February. (Ref: VOCJ annually.) 

Stoyoma Mountain - This is located in the Interior, near Merrit, and has been 
the site of a Christmas trip. There is a cabin, and surrounding alpine areas. 

McGillivray Pass - One of the most well known V.O.C. ski trips. The club has 
a cabin in the Pass which offers excellent skiing. (Ref: VOCJ annually.) 

Three Brothers Traverse - From the Three Brothers Meadows in Manning Park 
it is possible to form a loop by way of Blackwall Mountain on the south and 
Grainger or Cambie Creeks to the north west. 
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Coquihalla - With talk of a new highway winter access, this area might well 
provide some interesting skiing, Coquihalla Mountain being one obvious objective. 
(3) Extended Traverses 

Dickson Range - A rather unique trip for the coast range. The drainages of 
Slim and Gun Creek to the west of Spruce Lake form a large circuit. This circuit is 
flanked on the south by the Dickson Range which offers outstanding touring, and to 
the west lies a large alpine plateau adjoining this drier region than the (wetter) 
Lillooet Icecap. Travel in Slim and upper Gun Creeks is best in winter when snow 
covers the creeks. A week to ten days. 

McBride Range - A rugged glaciated range running through central Garibaldi 
Park. This trip takes about ten days. It was first done by a group of V.O.C.ers in 
1969. Access from the west is via Sphinx camp. On the east the range hooks up 
with the Spearheads or it can be reached from logging roads below Talon Peak, 
near Lillooet Lake. (Ref: VOCJ 1966, 1969, 1973, 1976, 1977, CAJ 1970.) 

Pemberton Icecap - A relatively gentle massif ideally suited to ski travel. 
Several trips are possible ranging from four to ten days. Roads at the head of the 
Squamish River, the western end of Rutherford Creek, and near the Meagre-
Lillooet junction provide access. (Ref: CAJ 1970.) 

Compton Neve - A varied trip traversing some very rugged terrain and some 
large glaciers. The higher peaks of Raleigh and Gilbert are over 3,000 m. This trip 
was originally done by a group of V.O.C.'ers before any of the roads were in the 
Lillooet River Valley. A nice finish would be to connect with the Manatee Range. 
(Ref: VOCJ 1965.) 

Lillooet Icecap - An amazing line of over 160 kilometers almost continuously 
on glaciers. The traverse is rarely below 1,800 m. Taking about three weeks, the 
trip will require some food cashes. This is the kind of trip that is ideally suited to 
the large icefields of the coast range. (Ref: VOCJ 1980, CAJ 1S80.) 

One last note Fm sure you're aware of: This is a raincoast and it is because 
of the vast amounts of snow and the cool cloudy summers that the large icefields 
thrive. It is not uncommon for places on the coast to have 30 or 40 days of straight 
rain. Obviously the consequence of being on an icefield during one of these periods 
should be considered. On the bright side, however, there is always the chance that 
you'll catch a spell of good weather. Also of interest, in the 1976 VOCJ there is a 
good article on avalanche safety. 

These trips listed here are by no means the only places you can go. Open up 
this country, let your imagination run and start looking at some maps. 
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A LOG CABIN IN THE MOUNTAINS 
John Baldwin 

September / October 1981 
Most of us have spent some time in a log cabin in the mountains on some 

occasion. Perhaps it was in the summer when the alpine flowers were in full 
bloom, or perhaps at Christmas under clear blue cold skies. These unique 
structures have a sturdy simplicity which blends well with the beauty and majesty 
of the mountains. They are built on site with the surrounding materials, using few 
tools and a certain amount of craftsmanship. 

The id sa of building such a cabin had long been in the back of my mind. This 
fall, Jean Heineman and I did just that. We began in the summer by choosing a site 
that fit our Eking; we wanted it near treeline, on the east side of the Coast Range 
to afford drier snow, and surrounded by peaks and bowls to offer excellent skiing. 
Such as place exists? We found the perfect spot in the mountains west of Spruce 
Lake. 

With the recent changes made to the Land Act, it is virtually impossible to 
obtain either a lease or a land use permit for wilderness Crown land (unless of 
course you're a large logging company). In order to get around this rather shaky 
legal situation (which is not really serious unless you cut marketable timber) we 
staked a mining claim. Building a cabin is allowed if it is "for the purpose of 
exploring for minerals." This does not allow a cabin for residential purposes, but 
it's about the only kind of legal status you can get for a wilderness cabin. 

Neither of us had ever built anything like this, nor taken a course. Log 
building is quite simple; there are just a few tricks. Our next move was to talk to 
as many people who knew something about it, and to read some books on the 
subject. There are several in the Vancouver Public Library. One I would 
recommend is "Hand Hewn - The Art of Building Your Own Cabin" by W.C. Leiteh. 
The other thing that's quite helpful is to take a close look at any cabins you come 
across and see how they are built. 

Several hectic weeks in August were spent amassing 1,300 lbs. of tools, food 
and materials. Then with Graham Underhill to help for a week, we flew in from 
Pemberton at the beginning of September. We were prepared to spend up to two 
months although we didn't expect it to take that long. 

The books say to look for your logs in evenly aged stands on flat ground. 
They recommend similar diameters between 8 and 14 inches, little taper, and to 
bear in mind the effective length of the sections you can get from each tree. Well, 
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at treeline our logs were tapered from 9" to 5" in a 20-foot log. The trees grew in 
clumps, often with damaged or forked tops and had growth sears that caused lumps 
and flat spots. But not to worry. We used about 50 logs, which, despite complaints 
from Graham, we peeled. This greatly improved the appearance and cleanliness of 
the cabin and didn't take that much extra time. 

The foundation consisted of blocks of wood covered with creosote. These 
were leveled with a long tube full of water. Once the bottom logs were in place 
the floor beams wee set into them. From this stage things were quite straight 
forward; it's just a matter of one log after the other to form a rectangular box. 
However, no one mentioned how to scribe the notches when the logs were tapered. 
Our solution was quite simple and it actually worked. Each notch was cut so that 
the end of the upper log would sit flush against the lower log. This meant that the 
notch on one end might be 5 inches deep while it was only 3 inches deep in the 
other end. By alternating tips and butts the wall logs remained approximately level. 
Most books recommend that you avoid notches which are too deep or too shallow 
since these errors tend to accumulate. This can be controlled by selecting the size 
of a log. We also found we were able to correct this to a certain degree. For 
example, to avoid a deep notch in a small log that must sit over a large log, the 
small log may be set into the bigger log so that the notch cut will not sever the 
upper log. By smoothing the logs as best we could the gaps were usually less than 
half an inch, although a few were twice this. The gaps were easily chinked 
afterwards with split wood on the outside and moss on the inside to give a pretty 
weather-tight seal. In order to lift the logs onto the wall we fashioned a sort of 
derrick out of a 15 foot pole with one end sunk into a hole in a tree and a rope 
supporting the other end. On this hung a 5:1 block. Settling of the wood is the big 
thing everyone warns about. Over the door it can be as much as 5 inches with 
green logs. 

The roof was our biggest problem. Shakes are the obvious answer for a log 
cabin. Apparently they take a "long time." Our problem was lack of suitable wood. 
Metal roofing was too expensive. This left tarpaper and rolled ashphalt roofing 
which meant we had to cut boards. Using a chain saw mill, this worked alright but 
it was slow going. It took over two weeks of continuous cutting to get 700 ft.2 of 
boards for the roof, floor and loft. The rolled ashphalt roofing was cheap but 
unfortunately quite heavy (about 400 lb.) which made it awkward to transport. It is 
very important to allow for a reasonable snow load. As a guide, the snowpack 
desity during maximum snow load (say, in the early spring) might be 40% that of 
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water. Here is a rough guide to the strength of whole logs (this is excerpted from 
Leiteh): 

Diameter (in.) " Load (Ib./f t. along beam) 
Span (ft.) 8 12 16 

6 331 98 41 
8 1,047 310 130 

10 2,557 760 320 
As w e began to finish the wall, winter started closing in and the race with the 

snow was on. During the breaks in the weather we would lay wall logs and when it 
stormed we would cut boards and haul logs. Just as w e were finishing the roof a 
good clear spell rolled in. All told, it took six weeks from start to finish, 
including cleaning up the bark and cutting firewood for the winter. W e then 
scuttled before the true onslaught of winter, proud of our little cabin and eagerly 
looking forward to returning later to spend the winter. 

The total cost for all the tools and materials was about $1,000 (excluding the 
chain saw). This is much cheaper than rent in Vancouver for the winter. About 
half of this was for tools (many of which we can resell), $100 for the airtight and 
chimney parts, $200 for the roofing, windows, nails, etc., and about $150 for gas, 
oil and kerosene. This is the kind of project the V.O.C. could easily undertake. 

Notes 
Most everyone recommends the extra cost of getting a good chain saw. W e 

used a Stihl 032 with a 21" bar. This was about right. A smaller saw would be okay 
if you weren't cutting too many boards. Cutting boards is quite hard on the saw. A 
properly sharpened chain can make the difference between one and four boards per 
tank of gas. W e found it best to clean the air filter with unmixed gas and could 
have used a spare, it may seem obvious, but no one pointed out that you use one 
tank of chain oil per tank of gas—we ran a little short, but luckily the helicopter 
pilot brought us some extra when he was in the area. 

One book recommends 15 to 20 cords of evergreen softwood for a winter 
heating supply (presumably 8 to 9 months). One cord equals 8' x 4' x 4'. But, if 
you're out skiing, you won't need as much. Four cords will be ample for 3 months. 
For a wood stove w e have a 26? airtight which is cheap and light. There is no oven, 
but with a heavy cast iron fry pan that has a lid, you don't need one. It is quite 
easy to do all our cooking on the wood stove. When there are more people it is 
necessary to use a coleman stove—at least to get things boiling. 
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Following are our lists for two people to build a cabin. Neither a 'come-
along* nor a jack was necessary since we found most logs could be pulled by hand. 
The old climbing rope was very useful. Scrounge around and a lot of stuff can be 
found at garage sales and junk yards. You can get old hockey sticks at rinks. Also 
included is a list of some of the more useful stoves w e found. 
Tools: 

Chain Saw 
Saw Accessories: tools, spare chain, spark plug and air filter, and chain files 
Mini Mill: attaches to bar for cutting boards 
Gas and Oil - W e had 115 1. gas and 22 1. chain oil. 
Hand drills, bits and augers - a brace and bit is needed 
Old climbing rope and slings - excellent and not too stretchy 
Small cable choker and carabinders (rejects) 
Polypropylene rope - lots: 30 to 60 m . 
Feller's Wedge Axe - two 26 - 28 inch 
Hatchet Files - two 
Draw Knife Log Dogs - at least two 
Scribe - make your own Chisel - two 1-1/2", 3/4" 
Tape measure - 15 m . and 5 m . Level 
Hand Saw Crowbar 
Hammers - two Shovel 
Mattock Block and Tackle - 5:1 
Vice grips Marking pen 
Rags 

Materials 
Chimney piping and accessories (damper, top, wall plate) 
Asbestos - for chimney hole through wall 
Hinges - for cabin and outhouse doors 
Spikes - 8" and 6" for wall logs in the peaks 
Creosote for foundation logs 
Tin - 1 piece for under stove; 2 pieces for chimney hole in wall 
Stove - 26" airtight Wood glue 
Wire and Twine Windows 
Nails - 20 lb., 3" c o m m o n Nuts and bolts for door 
Tarpaper Ashphalt rolled roofing 
Tacks for roofing Toilet seat - styrofoam 
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Miscellaneous Cabin Supplies: 
Kitchen paraphenalia 
Coleman stove - not really essential 
Kerosene lanterns - Aladdin and wick type, for no muss, no fuss light 
Swede Saw, Sledge hammers and splitting wedges 
First Aid kit and repair kit 
Toboggan - made from 4 old downhill skiis for hauling wood 
Emergency toboggan - old hockey stick pieces that clamp onto injured 
person's skis 

Stores: 
Fraser Traders, 3911 Fraser Street, a small second hand store that has a lot 

of used tools including cabin building tools not available elsewhere. Check new 
prices before going, and make an offer; prices are not firm. 

Paine Hardware, on Lonsdale in North Vancouver, an amazing place with 
sliding ladders that run right to the ceiling. They have everything from airtights to 
splitting wedges to Aladdin kerosene lamps. 

Ed's Power Saw, East Hastings, specializing in Stihl tools; they also carry 
Mini Mills. 

Roofmart, 8321 - 132 St. in Surrey, offers seconds in rolled ashphalt roofing 
at a considerable discount. 

Salvation Army, furniture store at 12th and Main often has old windows in 
their wood frames much cheaper than new glass. 

Simpsons Sear, good axes and shovels, sometimes for less than half price in 
the catalogue clearance centre at the Burnaby store. In winter they often have 
good lightweight snow shovels suitable for ski touring. 

Army and Navy, cheap prices on coleman stoves, lanterns and pails. 
Esso at Broadway and Burrard, bulk white gas and kerosene. 
Famous Foods, 3989 Commercial, a tremendous variety of dried foods at good 

prices. Everything from cheese, dried eggs, whole milk powder, to yeast, beans, 
noodles, dried vegetables and soup stock. 

Vancouver Fancy Sausage, cheap sausage and salami. The salami is dried, not 
cooked, and keeps much longer without refigeration. 

Wing Hing, in Chinatown, carries dried fish; the shrimp and oysters being the 
least exotic. 
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CABINS COMMITTEE REPORT 
Terry Chow 

This report is a summary of the work done by the Cabins Committee to date. 
The members of the committee are: Gail Faulkner, Pierre Beaudry, Brian Pratt, 
Heather Graham, Maureen Wale and myself. Due to a lack of funds, the entire 
Cabins Report, written by myself and Pierre, could not be published in the V.O.C. 
Journal. (Ed. Note: Terry relly tried; those obstinate editors refused!) This 
project is a comprehensive thesis on the history of V.O.C. cabins, proposals for 
future sites, conflicts and procedures involved in obtaining Crown land, and 
considerations in choosing a cabin design. A copy of the report is available in the 
archives. 

The early efforts of the committee were hampered by the lack of records 
from previous Cabins Committees. The Brew Lake lease and the McGillivray Pass 
cabin were prime examples of this disorganization. The Brew Lake lease was 
initiated by Trevor Boyd, continued by Andy Pacheco and finished by myself. Due 
to the number of people involved, many steps in obtaining a Crown lease were 
either started and not finished and/or repeated. 

Our first objective was to acquire the Brew Lake lease. At present we have 
completed the lease requirements and are now awaiting the official Regional 
decision. We are quite confident that the lease will be granted. This will take the 
form of a renewable recreation lease, which implies that we must renew it 
periodically by a simple application process. The main purpose of the cabins we 
plan to build is to provide shelter, especially for ski-mountaineering. The cabins 
will be open year round for use by students and the public. The Varsity Outdoor 
Club has priority booking for winter trips. We plan to construct the Brew Lake 
cabin this summer. We would appreciate any help from members who will be in the 
Vancouver area, especially with construction (cabin and foundations) and loading of 
the parts for truck and helicopter transport. 

The cabins that we are planning to use at our sites are similar to the Russet 
Lake cabin built by the B.C.M.C. They are 16 ft. wide by 20 ft. long and 20 ft. 
high. It is essentially an "A-frame" design, with arches placed every 4 ft., with 
plywood and aluminum roofing. Within the cabin there will be a second storey loft 
for sleeping, and a table with a coleman stove on the main floor. 
Other Proposals 

Besides the Brew Lake site, we have proposed cabins at Mount Taillefer and 
Sun God Mountain. Mount Taillefer is located in the Gandalf Mountains, just north-
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east of the present McGillivray Pass cabin. Sun God is located north-west of 
Tenquille Lake. Mount Tojllefer has excellent mountaineering potential, and will 
provide a cabin for access to the McGillivray Pass area. The Pass is presently being 
used by snowmobilers and heli-skiers which w e would like to avoid. Application for 
the Mount Tdjllefer lease has just been started by Bruce Fairley and Pierre 
Beaudry. The Sun God site will be investigated by the next Cabins Committee. 

In closing, I would like to thank all the members of the committee for their 
hard work and support this year. W e may have drunk a lot of beer and coffee, but 
we did accomplish a great deal. Special thanks to Pierre for his help with the 
report and the committee. 

TRIP P L A N N I N G A N D T H E SPIRIT O F A D V E N T U R E 
Bruce Fairley 

A fast-approaching journal deadline makes this article less cogent and well 
thought out than I would have liked. Something must be said, however, about the 
ingredient missing from the trip schedule of this past fall and winter. W e had quite 
a number of one-day ski trips, a few climbs, various instructional weekends. What 
was missing? 

Imagination! Originality! The Spirit of Adventure, by gar! For some reason 
the same old menu was flogged over and over again. One would think there was 
only one road in the whole of the Vancouver region—and that it led inexorably to 
Diamond Head. 

Fve commented on this fact to members before. They say it's because the 
membership of V.O.C. is, at present, a little new to this game. They just don't 
know what's out there. 

The situation may be contrasted with the role V.O.C. played in exploratory 
mountaineering and climbing in the 60s. Climbers like Dick Culbert, Glenn 
Woodsworth, Tim Auger, Hamish Mutch, and others were leading the way. They put 
up almost all of the first routes at Squamish, and accounted for a plethora of new 
ascents and routes in the Coast Mountains—and in the Interior Ranges for that 
matter—far beyond what their small numbers would have suggested. This tradition 
was continued into the 70s when a new group of members such as Roland Burton, 
Peter Jordan, John Clarke, Paul Starr and others continued to search out new 
traverses, new routes into the mountains, and new ascents. 
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The departure of John Baldwin from the club seems almost to have brought 
this tradition to an end. But the unexplored and uncharted are still there, for those 
who have the desire to look for a climb or a ski trip that is a little beyond the 
ordinary—or mundane. 

What's left to be done? Thought you'd never ask. Of course, I'm not going to 
reveal all the secrets of my little black book—or even the best ones. I've invested 
too much pouring over maps and squinting into the distance from windy summits to 
divulge everything in one go. However, some of these suggestions are no secret. 

Let's start with winter climbs. There hasn't been too much interest in this 
aspect of coastal mountaineering until recently, so there are still peaks around 
which may not have had winter ascents—within an easy weekend from Vancouver. 
Up Chilliwack way, it seems that Canadian Border fits this description. Lindeman 
hasn't had a winter ascent, nor Spickard. The north ridge of Tomyhoi would make a 
good winter climb, and there's still some good face routes left in the Cheam Range, 
although all the peaks have presumably had winter ascents by this time. Even 
peaks like Pierce and MacFarlane, which have a reputation for being gentle 
summits, may offer lines of considerable challenge in winter. 

Climbs in Garibaldi Park make spirited winter objectives: Castle Towers, 
Guard, Carr, or Garibaldi itself come to mind. I've never been into the Joffre area, 
but it does not seem to have received much attention in the winter season. 

The scope for spring ski touring/mountaineering certainly hasn't been 
exhausted yet. When is the last time James Turner was climbed? V.O.C. parties 
have tried to reach Sir Richard and Pitt on occasion. They've yet to be successful. 
When was the last time anyone set foot on Veeocee Mt. or the Ubyssey Glacier? 

The road systems running up the Lillooet River open up miles of good 
country, including such areas as Railroad Pass, Meager Creek and the Pemberton 
Ice cap. While these are not exactly unexplored areas, they still see very few visits 
a year. The Pemberton Icecap has only been traversed once or twice, as far as I 
know. 

North of the Duffy Lake Road the ranges are suitable for moderate 
mountaineering, and once one is out of the valley bottoms, travel is sometimes 
quite easy. The Cayoosh Range is not difficult to get into, and has been visited by 
Peter Jordan, Phil Kubik and Len Soet, among others, who reported some good 
climbing in the Aspen Peak area. Access is from the Duffy Lake Road. The 
western end of the Cadwallader Range is familiar to those who know Tenquille 
Lake; some very pleasant climbing is to be had in these peaks, almost all of which 
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offer something in the way of new lines. 
Farther east, the Bendor Range was traversed for the first time a couple of 

years ago by Len Soet; some of the slides he brought back had local mountaineers 
drooling (so I'm told ...). One can get into the Bendor Range from the Carpenter 
Lake road at several points, on the whole, this group has been very little explored 
by mountaineers, and even the well known peaks, such as Truax, which can be seen 
from the road leading to bralorne, likely offer new routes to someone willing to go a 
little out of their way. Sloan, which is a prominent peak west of Bralorne, is an 
outstanding summit, and offers fine climbing on granite. 

One need not venture so far, of course. Just up Howe Sound past Horseshoe 
Bay, for example, is a peak called Mt. Harvey. Culbert put up a couple of lines 
here in the 60s. M y guess is that neither has been repeated. It is doubtful that all 
the possibilities in the Sky Pilot area have been exhausted. And for those who 
haven't hejjrd, Mt. Habrich offers some of the nicest rockclimbing around outside 
of Squamish. A good destination for next year's climbing chairman. 

For one-day ski trips, the Chilliwack Valley offers possibilities when there is 
snow. Chipmunk Creek road takes one into some big bowls, and one can always 
continue onjto climb Mt. Cheam or Lady Peaks from the backside. The Borden 
Creek road gives excellent views of the Cheam Range and the Border Peaks, and 
Mt. McQuire is an easy climb in winter via the east ridge. The Skagit Valley offers 
some scope for cross-country skiing without driving all the way to Manning Park. 

These are only a very few of the ideas which come most readily to mind, and 
are intended to get others thinking about some trips which aren't being done. But 
there's always another surefire way to get a new idea. Talk to someone who's hiked 
around a bit. Mountaineers can rarely resist the temptation to expound upon their 
travels, and most will willingly share their knowledge of the lesser known climbing 
locales. 

Maybe next year, if you are one of the lucky ones returning for yet more 
punishment, you'll be inspired to strike out a little further afield. Something to 
think about. 


